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Introduction
After the historic revolution of Dignity and the
Euromaidan protests of 2013 and 2014 and the
Russian aggression against Ukraine with the
annexation of Crimea and the support to rebels in
Eastern Ukraine and the heavy loss of Ukrainian
civilians and soldiers and the tragic loss of
airplane passengers just passing the airspace
above Ukraine there is a clear new situation in
Ukraine. A clear westwards orientation of the
majority of Ukrainians ready to join the European
institutions and doing the reforms necessary to
ensure the condition to be accepted. In the rst 25
years Ukraine stayed in the orbit of its former twin
in Imperial and Soviet times. This is no longer the
case, and the consequences and results are

signicant and have to be communicated and
explained inside the EU as they are happening faster
and with much deeper impact than understood and
perceived inside the EU elite and public. Europe and
its appeal of openness, rights, freedoms and
prosperity played already a crucial role in motivating
people and protesters and Europe has responded in
many positive ways since the transformation 3
years ago but still the perception of Ukraine needs to
be improved, Ukraine has to improve and both sides
have to communicate the progress towards
European electorates and elites to ensure that the
vital integration of Ukraine in the EU is possible and
receive the necessary support inside the EU. The EU
membership has to be the binding framework and
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strategic target widely backed by a national
consensus to join and do what is necessary to
achieve it fast. The key to achieve this - and
achieving it is key to secure the long term stability
of Ukraine squeezed between the European Union
and the Russian Federation – is to ensure that the
population of Ukraine sees and feels the tangible
results of jobs, growth and prosperity by Western
orientation of Ukraine and Ukraine is perceived as a
success story and positive attractive contribution
to the European Union economy. This is vital to
convince a skeptical European public wary of
importing the Ukraine misrepresented by powerful
Russian propaganda as a failed state, poor and
desperate and with the bleeding wound of the
Donbas rebellion and the Crimean annexation both never to be accepted but certainly posing a
challenge for full EU accession despite and
because the Cyprus experience. The Cyprus model
shows that as well partly divided and occupied
countries can be successful members states but
certainly these conicts are created on purpose to
ensure a permanent hurdle there is for EU
accession. But given the close media, cultural and
geographic and community situation as well in
respect to the issues of Russian aggression it is of
decisive importance that Ukraine works. Ukraine's
success in terms of growth, jobs creation and
prosperity is vital in the institutional competition
with the Russian Federation, with the hearts and
minds and pockets of the inhabitants of the
occupied territories and the certainly for the
motivation and credibility of the western orientation
of Ukraine and its legitimacy and backing with the
Ukraine electorate and citizens lot of people were
ready for the ultimate sacrice for it and winning the
peace, meaning ensuring the economic success of
western orientation is therefore essential. But the
essential group to convince rst and for all are the
elites of the European political system who were so
powerfully promoting EU enlargement in the
decade before 2004 and were ready to ensure
integration for Romania, Bulgaria and Croatia in the
last decade and now need to be convinced to
communicate to their electorates and peers that
Ukraine is ready and should be allowed to access
as a full member state. This against the background
of Anti Ukrainian propaganda from Russia, a lack of

knowledge about Ukraine and especially about the
last 3 post Maidan years and the general issues
Europe is facing since 2008. The few things
European elites know about Ukraine is its size and
industrial and agriculture potential and here again
as with the own population as with the population of
Donbas, Crimea and Russia it depends on ensuring
economic success and communicating this
success towards to key target groups as outlined
above. So the economic debate is not one of the
debates but the essential one to win. And this
strategy paper will outline how to win it based on
Austrian Economics, Austrian SME and Regional
Development Concepts, Austrian Subsidiary and
Competitive Federalism and Austrian Consultation
and European Consensus political decision making
models and the success of EU accession since the
1995 enlargement of EU by Austria, Sweden and
Finland and the recent experience of transforming
EU accession countries in South Eastern Europe
which are undergoing similar reform experiences
coming from the background of a second now
defunct socialist mainly Slavic union Yugoslavia
and after a tragic and dramatic event of the last 25
year now rmly on the road the European Union.
This strategy will focus strongly on advocating a
strong pre accession alliance of the new post
Maidan Ukraine with the 6 Balkan countries still not
inside the EU and with the recent EU Members like
Croatia, Romania and Bulgaria. Everything Ukraine
still has to overcome has been already overcome
successfully during their EU accession and Ukraine
and pick and choice the best models and concepts
and many will be outlined and further more Ukraine
can access all the regional learning, networking,
information exchange mechanisms which are
developed after 2000 to ensure progress and
reform and jointly learning and cooperation
mechanism in a much more complicated and
geographically disadvantaged neighboring area of
Ukraine. Together possible as well with Moldova
and Georgia and led by Ukraine as the potentially
most attractive and powerful member this group of
9 countries can convince the EU for a new
successful enlargement round turning the EU itself
into a new and more powerful and prosperous
Union of 37 member states.
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How to achieve this?
The strategy is following the 6 principle lines of thoughts with will be outlined and explained
in the following overview and will be part of the consideration of all aspects of the below
strategy for the strategy The Road to Growth for Ukraine 2017 to 2027

Austrian Economics
Ukraine is the birthplace of Ludwig von Mises,
Milton Friedman and Schumpeter has been
teaching in Cernovitz for 2 years before the WW1.
Austrian Economics could with all rights be better
called Ukrainian Economics and it should. Austrian
Economics meaning economic policy focused on
the decision making of individual, reducing state
intervention and fostering entrepreneurship and
creativity and removing the collectivist elements of
the Soviet heritage from economic and social
governance it a major challenges after 100 years of
socialist domination but after 25 years of avoiding
economic reform, openness and transparency now
it is the time to get it right with lower taxes, reliable
institutions of the rule of law and property rights,
transparent markets and respect for
Entrepreneurship – Austrian Economics coming
back home to the birth land of their most important
philosophers and lifting the amazing potential of
Ukraine and its people to unprecedented levels of
prosperity and turning it into a successful
candidate for EU membership. Especially in the line
of the thought outlined in the introduction that high
growth, job creation and economic success is vital
for the medium to long term legitimacy of Western
Orientation of Ukraine and key to the success of
that new national objective reviewing all aspects of
public policy under Austrian Economics and
national competitiveness perspective and focusing
the nation for the next 10 decade on growth and
catching up with central Europe should be the road
ahead.
Austrian SME and Regional Development
Concepts
The second body of thought is a strong focus on
SMEs and regional development. A strong focus
microeconomics, on seeing the world and the state
administration of resources from the entrepreneurs

perspective whose task is to combine them in
meaningful and productive and protable manner
and ensuring that all the institutions are in place to
support SMEs and support them in all regions and
ensure equality in information and opportunity no
matter where you are based and what party or
family or group you come from and to have active
role of regional authorities to ensure and foster
development of their regions in close cooperation
with the public and the SME community is a
essential pillar of economic development and goes
hand in hand with the ongoing decentralization
effort. Austria is a good example for such regional
SME development concepts based on regional
self-governance and competitive federalism rmly
based on EU regulatory framework.
Austrian Subsidiary and Competitive
Federalism
Ukraine as the largest European country has wisely
started a major effort to decentralize responsibility
and nance from Kyiv to the regions and
municipalities. But this can be just the start of a
process leading towards clearer divisions of
responsibilities and how to organize the state on all
levels and which tasks, budgets and legitimacy is
allow on which level. Given the separatist rebellion
and the Russian aggression this is a sensitive
subject but the European principle of subsidiary,
bringing decision making closer to people and
empower the local and regional authorities is the
road ahead. Competitive Federalism meaning
directly elected governors competing for national
funds, responsible and held accountable for
regional development of their region or district and
comparing and evaluating performance along
objective national parameters and measuring and
naming and shaming success incentives
development and put an additional check and
balance on centralized power and decision making.
Fear of separatism or regional independence
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movement have to be overcome but strengthening
as well the success of the overall national
economic development and identity and by a
European style regional balance and redistribution
mechanism based on clear EU framework regional
development and cohesion mechanism. Examples
can be taken from Poland, Austria, Germany,
Canada or the US or Mexico but the effect on
economic growth and regional development of
reforms along the subsidiary and competitive
federalism principle deliver signicant results
jointly with the other principle thoughts as outlined
below.
Austrian Institutionalized SME Consultation
and Consensus Culture for Ukraine
Post WWII Austria develop a highly competitive
model of economic growth build on low taxes, a
economic model designed to stay more
competitive, exible and lower cost than Germany
as its closest trade partner and competitor and a
close cooperation with all political and economic
stakeholders to ensure a participatory growth
model with a constant dialogue of all stakeholders
leading to a co decision model later part of the
current growth crisis of Austria but highly effective
in the reconstruction period. This multi stakeholder
approach in consultation and participation in
decision making is a highly effective way to ensure
better regulation, better decision making and
reduce the costs of conict management and
ensure a participatory growth model carried and
endorsed by most segment of the society and the
economic decision makers. The advantage being
not only better regulation but as well a approach to
regulation that is accepted by the regulated and not
simple imposed and so the costs of
implementation and enforcement and the time
consumed until its is implemented is signicantly
reduced. The best model is the quarterly round
table by the key stakeholders on the key reform
sector with reasonable time management and clear
follow up and time table for next meeting and action
plan attached and well moderated and interesting
for all stakeholders and the public and public and

documented why what decision have been taken.
The time such a sector multi stakeholder dialogue
in all key sectors and segments and issues requires
is well invested in terms of the results of better
regulation, less active and passive resistance and
faster and fuller implementation and less
requirement to adapt legislation permanently due to
less participatory drafting and lack of consultation
leading to lack of clarity, forgotten issues and
segments and aspects and a permanent redrafting
blocking the legislative pipeline, delegitimizing the
present jurisdiction and creating a feeling of legal
uncertainty and a requirement of permanent
adaption to new drafts delegitimizing the reform
effort in terms of they really do not know what they
do…and so working against the reform effort. A
well structured and moderated SME reform
dialogue on a inclusive and participatory and
problem solving focus will be systematically
addressing all SME issues and sector as outlined
and in develop a permanent reporting and feedback
loop with clear responsibilities attached and a
update report and so develop a upwards spiral of
reform always having in mind what is feasible and
achievable and so lifting the SME sector and the
economy upwards with it. It is a very good tool for
economic reform with a proven track record.
Success of EU Accession 1995 to 2013 from 12 to
28
With the end of the cold war and the victory of the
Western Democracies organized in NATO and the
EC a major and successful enlargement effort of
the western institutions towards the inclusion of
Northern, Central and Eastern and Mediterranean
Europe has been a major success story. From the
1995 enlargement of Austria, Sweden and Finland
to the 2004 round of 10 and Romania and Bulgaria
and Croatia in 2007 and 2013 this was a major
success and has transformed and united Europe.
But Europe is not fully united if we stop here and
focus on Brexit and internal and external issues and
crisis, which the enemies of Europe help to ignite
with pleasure. Europe is not nished if we exclude
the 70 Million citizens from the Balkans 6 and Black
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Recent European Transformation Models in
SEE
Ukraine wants to join the European Union but the
support of many EU member states for this
objective is limited, the future US policy towards
the EU and Ukraine is not determined and Russia is
strongly opposed and Ukraine faces the twin
challenge of war and reform. To achieve its
objective Ukraine requires new strategic approach
and an alliance of friends and of countries with
similar interests. To show the determination of
Ukraine and the concrete ambition and national
strategic objective to join the EU the leadership of
Ukraine should develop a regular forum of all
countries of the region interested in EU Accession
concretely the Balkan 6 and Black Sea 3 and follow
the format of the Berlin Dialogue for the Balkans
with one yearly top level summit and sector
working groups in between. Ukraine is many ways
is the biggest challenge in terms of size and issues
but as well the biggest opportunity and natural
leader of such a group in terms of size and political
signicance. Ukraine matters. And Ukraine can in
this way add its weight for all members of the next
wave of EU accession and as well receive
additional backing for its issues in the confrontation
with Russia and as well compete with Russia in
terms of regional inuence and signicance and its
own foreign policy. No better place than Odessa for
such a forum as it is close to the Balkans and at the
Black Sea. Odessa was one of the centers of the
confrontation, winning the challenge and a symbol
for the European perspective of Ukraine and a
famous city in itself and such a Dialogue will help to
present it to the world as meeting place and
conference center which is as well a useful
objective in itself. This forum should be held
regularly and support further EU Accession of the
Balkans and cooperation of the pro EU countries of
the Black Sea region Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova
and promote the EU accession perspective of the
Black Sea region. It might be considered as well to
invite Romania and Bulgaria who are not involved in
the Berlin for the Balkans Dialogue and might
appreciate invitation and might be useful allies for

EU accession. It would help the Balkan 6 countries
which lack a big country to advocate for them in
their group with Serbia being the biggest but
retrained with its past role of regional hegemony, its
role in the Balkan wars in the 90ies and current
issue with recognition of the Republic of Kosovo
and the minority issue in Serbia and its wavering
between its clear commitment to accession to the
EU and its traditional friendship and economic links
with the Russian Federation. A stronger role and a
better perception of Ukraine role and situation
would help Serbia and the Serbian public in many
important matters. Such a dialogue forum would as
well help Ukraine to get a clearer understanding of
the situation of Republic of Kosovo and path the
way for mutual recognition of Ukraine and Kosovo
in the medium term as this is anyhow necessary for
further EU accession of Ukraine and it is useful to
communicate this in context of the past abuse of
the Kosovo case for Russian propaganda with the
illegal annexation of Crimea. Ukraine is on the high
ground of moral human rights and international law
and this needs to be defended in Kosovo and in
Crimea. It does not help to dodge issues and loose
arguments but it is better to explain, compare,
convince and win such public debates. Imperial
Russia and the Soviet Union have taken always a
strong role in the Balkans and why should today's
Ukraine which was part of both Imperial Russia and
the Soviet Union not inherited these tradition in the
same way like today's Russian Federation claims
and indeed contrary use this heritage it in a positive
constructive manner for all people of the Balkans
and Ukraine to support their mutual and joint
ambition to join the European family of peaceful
nations and their unication project the EU? As well
a own foreign policy not just focused on the agenda
setting of the Russian aggression but a condent
standing of a sovereign Ukraine ready to work
along European lines and be a constructive,
condent and useful partner in the region and the
world – what a welcome contrast to Russia and its
sad and aggressive positive since at least 2008.
Such a dialogue forum beautifully located in
Odessa would be the excellent tool to achieve this
objective and speed up the next wave of
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enlargement of the EU from today 28 with 9 more
countries to 37. This will take a major effort and
without good coordination it will not be so easy with
the UK leaving and the current challenges inside
and outside the EU. In fact perusing the objective
without decent coordination and mutual learning
and mutual reinforcing the joint ambitions has not
been the successful way as the Balkan 6 had to
learn and now despite the Serbian Kosovo situation
all 6 countries meet and cooperate in a structured
manner on regular basis in the Berlin Balkan
Dialogue and EU Interconnectivity Agenda and it is
very successful effort and Ukraine will have to nd
a way of convincing the EU member states and
future fellow EU member states and build its
alliances and networks for concrete accession
perspective now with Visa liberalization soon reality
this has to be the new focus for the next decade and
such a Odessa Dialogue of all 9 countries is the
best possible tool ahead. It will show as well the EU
that there is leadership in Kyiv able of developing
and executing a positive pro EU agenda and it will
show Russia that Ukraine is a factor regionally and
it will help all participants with their EU accession
and as well foster positive upwards competition in
fullling EU standards and as well be very good
politics. On the agenda of such a Dialogue should
be obviously EU accession but as well economic
cooperation and integration, benchmarking of
progress in reform agenda, infrastructure
connectivity, and trade and security cooperation.
Part of the effort should be to open all networks and
institutions with the EU and the US have developed
as part of the post Balkan war reconstruction effort
led by the SEE Stability pact for Ukraine, Moldova
and Georgia and potentially once ready and willing
for more countries of the region. This would be
extremely helpful to foster EU integration in sector
terms and so gradually allow to achieve the
standards to convince the EU member state to give
a similar political guarantee for EU access like for
the Balkans at the Thessaloniki summit in 2003 and
to gradually lay the ground for full EU accession.
Please nd the web links below. Ukraine is already
member of some like the Energy Community which
has been a major success and very useful but

much more can be achieved in a systematic
approach in a terms of a new orientation of EU
accession policy of Ukraine to lead the common
effort for a new round of enlargement of the EU and
create a new growth dynamic would be very
benecial for Ukraine and the EU and all EU
accession countries because the common
challenge for all is to keep the EU open for new
members and change the perception of
Enlargement inside the EU and this is a the same
challenge for all candidate and potential candidates
and for all friends of EU enlargement inside and
outside the EU.
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Now to Ukraine – The road to growth for Ukraine based on
these 6 principles
The conclusion of the Deep and Comprehensive
Free Trade Agreement between Ukraine and the
European Union with its unprecedented potential
for Ukraine, its economy and the SME community
of the EU and Ukraine and the major reform drive of
Ukraine expressed in the National Strategy Ukraine
2020 and the major decentralization and
modernization drive public administration of
Ukraine ensuring effective government responsive
to people and SME needs it the objective of this
road to growth for Ukraine concept to ensure the
Ukrainian economy and SME sector is fully ready
for ensuring fast transition to the new regulatory
environment and to have the strategy, policies and
instruments and monitoring tools in place on each
level of government to ensure maximum success
for SMEs and the population of Ukraine in terms of
jobs, growth and prosperity for Ukraine. The
comprehensive use of SMEs capacities is not only
an economic but also social objective of the state
policy of Ukraine. Its achievement will contribute to
increase releasing the creative potential of
Ukraine's well educated and highly capable most
important resource - its citizens and the creation of
new jobs for the citizens of Ukraine.
Ukraine needs a policy to foster a competitive,
entrepreneurial Ukraine based on strong SMEs
providing jobs, growth and prosperity for Ukraine's
citizens and allowing for signicant private sector
growth and employment increase. European SME
Policy is understood as a driver for the economic
recovery of Ukraine and as a key pillar of the current
transformation of Ukraine towards European
standards along with the cur rent major
decentralization effort fostering economic growth
in all regions and all segments of the Ukraine
society and so serving as the main instrument for
the development of a prosperous middle class of
SME owners and employees and their families and
so serving as the backbone and fundament of the
transformation of Ukraine on its way to the
European Union.
Such a SME oriented Ukraine, in the center of
Europe, peaceful and prosperous, with its well
educated work force and its major natural
resources, condent and secure based on

European values of freedom and responsibility of
the individual, enterprise and the corporation, the
society and the state for the common good – rmly
based in a European regulatory framework after the
historic adoption of the DCFTA between the EU and
Ukraine, with clear and secure property rights,
European human rights and the rule of Law and a
European standard land register and best practices
of SME friendly business environment on all level of
government and a fair, simple and understandable
tax system and respect for tax payers contribution
and taken always in considerations the
considerable scal commitment of defense and
infrastructure as priorities and with a maximum of
administrative transparency, accountability and
proportionality with be a major success for
Ukraine, its citizens and its international partners,
investors and friends.

Power to the Regions of
Ukraine
All regions of Ukraine should be empowered,
allowed to elected their Governor in direct elections
and have their own pillar of scal revenues and a
budget of own resources, clear set or rights and
obligations in their own competences or where
they perform competences in the name of the
national government and have a regional
development agency like in Austria and create
regional programs for SME development based on
European Regional Development policy framework
and in line with EU Anti Subsidy legislation and its
block exemption for SME and regional development
and based on regional development agencies
established on EU member state models, which
would apply SME cluster approach to take into
account regional aspects and development
priorities of each Oblast of Ukraine and implement
these strategy jointly with the national authorities
and its international partners, donors and friends.
In this respect adopting the EU SME strategy of
GOU is the next important milestone for the
Ukrainian Government to bring prosperity to the
regions and the foster the development of a
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European middle class in Ukraine in all regions of
Ukraine. Adopting it now as part of the planned and
communicated legislative effort for 2016 is based
on the understanding that EU SME Policy will be
receiving full government attention and donor
support in 2017 leading to a revised SME Law, the
establishment of the SME Agency or similar SME
implementation foundation and a new EU Ukraine
SME Consensus expressed and celebrated in the
National SME and Entrepreneurship Consultation
Council to involve all the stakeholders of the SME
sector, State, Civil Society, Academy, Regional
Authorities and international partners and donors.
A broad coalition of pro EU SME policy supporters
in the GoU and the donor community and in the
SME stakeholders community and will serve as the
sounding board and feedback loop for constant and
responsive public private dialogue with all the
repor ting, monitoring and constant self
improvement mechanism institutionalized to
ensure a constant upwards dynamic of a better
economic framework for Ukraine SME and by that
for all its investors, international and Ukrainian and
ultimately its citizens and international partners and
friends.
The objective is to remove obstacles that restrain
development of the SME sector as well as at
creation of conditions to fully unleash SMEs
entrepreneurial potential based on competitive
federalism. Not promoting separatism, Ukraine
should be not afraid and condent and nobody but
Russia has intention on your territories. But appoint
Governors is simple not good enough. Regional
elections for regional assembly is good but than
such assembly should vote for the Governor in rst
place before direct election is introduced. Look at
the US, Germany Austria and other successful and
secure countries and the power of competitive well
design and positive federalism is enormous and it
is par t of the freedom agenda of Western
integration and it will work as well in Ukraine.
To have a consensus for reform we have to rst
acknowledge the dramatic situation of SME in
Ukraine today. In most aspects and in the most
important aspects from SME access to nance
limited by many factors but especially by high

interest rates, by limitation of land access, heavy
handed public administration and market
inspection and an SME unfriendly regulatory
environment and a over complex tax system and
the lack of EU style competition and anti-subsidies
law implementation and the lack of effective
contract enforcement and issue with the rule of law
Ukraine SME community faces the major
obstacles, obstacles for all citizens and the
Government is Ukraine is fully aware and
committed to resolve them in joint consultation and
cooperation with the SME community and the civil
society of Ukraine.
EU SME policy in this context has to be understood
as a key element of the overall economic
development strategy and reform effort of the
Government of Ukraine which is undertaking a
major decentralization effor t and what
decentralization is for the state is EU SME policy is
for the economy of Ukraine, a major overhaul of
how business is done, a conceptual re-launch of
the environment of SME face in Ukraine and how
SME are perceived by policy makers in Ukraine and
on which level of governance the right policy
instruments have the be deployed to support the
development of fair, open, sustainable economic
development based on SMEs in order to provide
the jobs growth and prosperity Ukraine and its
people and its partners aspire for Ukraine during its
rapid transformation to European levels of
prosperity and development, Ukraine has such a
level of potential in terms of talented people and
fertile land and an successful export industry and
that there is no reason why not similar levels of
prosperity like in Poland should be achieved over
the coming decade and EU SME policy will be one
of the vital elements in the European style policy
instrument ensuring such a transition. EU SME
policy based on equal access to Government and
public resources and opportunities and based on
EU style competition and transparency and good
governance rules and a focus on responsive policy
making and effective rule of law and a public
administration based on propor tionality and
equality in access will open the way for the
innovation potential of Ukrainian SME to grow and
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developed and so lift service and quality levels to
European standards. Possible the example of
Bavaria is the most meaningful and successful for
good regional SME policy http://www.bayern.de/

Abolition of redundant, obsolete and excessive,
potentially duplicating regulations, cancellation
or transfer of inefficient, non-relevant functions
of the State to private sector.
Implementation of the reforms will be carried out by
a) the establishment and implementation of annual
action plans of the Government, focused primarily
on the activities of SMEs and aimed at reduction
their costs, de-monopolization of State functions,
facilitating access of SMEs to markets of goods
and services; b) the systematic review of the legal
framework in terms of their relevance, efciency
and compliance of its provisions with European
legislation, followed by elaboration of relevant
proposals, in par ticular regarding abolition,
modication, or “no changes” to regulations in the
current state. Taking into account the scope of the
task, specic of activity and functional constrains
of public authorities the above mentioned reviews
of the regulatory framework it is appropriate to
delegate these functions to the independent nongovernmental organization - project ofce, which
will collaborate with the Government, business and
civil society. The Ministr y of Economic
Development and Trade and international donors
conscious to speed up the reform process in
Ukraine initiated the establishment of BRDO - Better
Regulation Delivery Ofce. The main task of the
ofce is operational expert review of regulatory
acts affecting business areas to identify those
requiring abolition or amendments, as well as
drafting the appropriate amendments. Smart
regulation and the ongoing deregulation effort and
in fact the re-regulation effort to EU standards
under DCFTA EU Ukraine is a historic opportunity
for SME in Ukraine and very welcome. Concretely
there are the following 7 priority areas tackled.

Please nd the sectors http://en.brdo.com.ua/ this
is very advanced effort and in combination with
regulative power to enact such wide reaching
transformational changes this will be very
benecial for Ukrainian SMEs sector. But it is
essential to as well adopt this effort now legally and
enforce them effectively. The current risk is that
major effor t by the outsourced civil society
supported by the donor community is excellent
prepared but does only enter in legislative force
slowly and partly. SME required effect smart,
effective EU standard reregulation fast and timely.
Never the less the Government of Ukraine
appreciates such excellent efforts from the Civil
Society like BRDO and Easy Business
http://www.easybusiness.in.ua/ and as the 2017
World Bank Doing Business ranking has show
Ukraine is at 80
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreecono
mies/ukraine and a major common effort is called
to catch up with regional peer like Albania at 58,
Kosovo at 60 not to speak of Georgia at 16 and
Macedonia at 10 in the global ranking.

Introduction of regulatory guillotine in Ukraine
To ensure effective and fair state regulation of SME
each new legal initiative, supposed for regulation of
businesses activities, should be accompanied by
analysis of the regulatory impact with quantitative
determination of consequences of its
implementation for business. The initiators of new
regulations should undertake and submit for public
discussion the calculations of costs and benets of
a regulatory initiative for businesses it would affect.
M-test as a tool for regulatory policy is required for
application (introduces a compulsory calculation
of additional costs for businesses related to the
enforcement of each new government regulation.
No such measures are though required for the fast
track adoption of the regulatory framework of the
DCFTA but effort shall be focused on training,
information and capacity building in the SME
community of the necessary adoption to the new
standards now necessary to fulll to allow the free
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circulation of goods in the EU internal market. Here
major efforts are still required in order to avoid new
informality and loss of consequent opportunities
for SME in Ukraine now with the DCFTA framework.
Also, to prevent gradual complications of
regulatory framework, it is expedient to introduce
the principle (one-in-two-out) of cancellation of
one or several administrative barriers in the relevant
area simultaneously with the introduction of new,
more encompassing, efcient legal act, which
meets the requirements of EU legislation.
In this respect please see the recommendation of
the SME Ombudsman of Ukraine at
https://boi.org.ua/media/uploads/q2_2016/qrepo
rt_2_2016_eng.pdf

Ukraine endeavors to convince the world by its
transformation process
To build up an efcient entrepreneurship system it
is important to create a predictable and efcient
regulatory framework, which will take into account
the real balanced social and economic needs of
businesses in the functional abilities of the State.
In developing of efcient regulation, it is appropriate
to consider accents set by global business
community, including indicators of the World Bank
project "rating of «Doing Business» (hereinafter –
the Ranking), which determines the ease of doing
business in 189 countries.
Raising Ukraine's position in the Ranking will
validate, rstly, the quality of the rules of business
regulations that enhance business activity, and
secondly, the growth of investment attractiveness
of Ukraine, which will facilitate the introduction of
new technologies, creation of new jobs,
improvement the competitiveness situation of
Ukraine on global market and especially on its
direct partners but as well competitors on the
European market under DCFTA Poland, Slovakia,
Hungary and Romania. Ukraine will develop a
comprehensive approach and policy on
competitiveness to ensure that in a all aspect
Ukraine will be at least 20% more competitive than
its regional peers and so be and stay attractive for

the European outsourcing industry and transform
in a substantial and successful contribution to the
industrial value chain of the EU similar like Poland
and Slovakia have achieve in the last decade.
Ranking position calculation is carried out by such
criteria as easiness of opening a new business,
obtaining a construction permit, registering of
proper ty, access to loans, investors' rights
protection, paying taxes, legal protection of
contracts and so on. The goal to improve Ukraine's
ranking should be achieved by the implementation
of a number of tasks approved by Government of
Ukraine by central and regional authorities and all
stakeholders and partner of the SME sector of
Ukraine. Ukraine is now on position 80 in the global
rankings and this 2.5 years after the Revolution of
Dignity and this is a wake up call that reforms have
to be faster and more effective. The details of what
to do and how it can be done are well know and
online at the WB site.
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/ExploreEcono
mies/ukraine
Specially attention will be given in cooperation with
the Minsitry of Regional Development and Housing
and the Local authorities to the parameter of
obtaining construction permits where Ukraine is
faring very badly
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreecono
mies/ukraine#dealing-with-construction-permits
and getting electricity
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreecono
mies/ukraine#getting-electricity in both case the
example of Macedonia will lead the way with Digital
Construction permits supported by GIZ in the
framework of the support to the Association of
Municipalities of Macedonia
http://www.zels.org.mk/ . The Macedonian
success can certainly be repeated in Ukraine with
the support of the international donor community.
Parallel to the Doing Business ranking of the World
bank Ukraine is committed to ensure full
compliance and considerable progress in the EU
SME Policy Index and to ensure that Ukraine is
reaching top level reforming place amount all EU
candidate, Potential EU Candidate and Eastern
Partnership and all other countries measured in the
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EU and OECD SME policy index. Just this July
there was a major and signicant event in Ukraine
on the Status Quo of the SME Policy Index in
Ukraine.
https://www.oecd.org/globalrelations/SMEPI_Lau
nch_A%20agenda_ENG.pdf
And the whole report with detailed
recommendations and analysis of the status quo
can be found at
http://www.oecd.org/countries/ukraine/smepolicy-index-eastern-par tner-countries-20169789264246249-en.htm
Parallel the Government of Ukraine under this
strategy and the top level strategy is committed as
well to perform well in the ranking of the Heritage,
Frazer and WEF rankings on economic freedom and
competitiveness in order to ensure both good
results for SMEs and ensure the global attention
and investment promotion opportunities success
in such ranking produces both in terms of
condence inspiring inside Ukraine as well as
attracting positive attention from the global
investing public. The WEF has analyzed the Ukraine
situation and showed the scenarios clear on the
report
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Scenarios
Series_Ukraine_Report_2014.pdf
Currently Ukraine only ranks regretful rankings like
the Economist Crony Capitalism ranking.
http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2
016/05/daily-chart-2

SME and EU Competition and Anti State
Subsidy policy and implementation for Ukraine
Ukraine is a highly concentrated economy and
many sector –possible about half the economy are dominated by single or a small number of
players due to the lack of efcient competition and
anti Subsidy legislation. The EU has one of the most
effective systems of competition and anti subsides
legislation and it would be very benecial is Ukraine
would adopt the EU legislation faster than agreed in
the DCFTA. Progress in this area as fast as possible
will open markets for competition and SME will nd

new opportunities and signicant support from the
EU to bring EU competence and staff in this sector
and build the competence will be required. This is
an essential priority for the SME sector and a key
priority issue and without it there will be no
signicant improvement of the SME sector.
Competition policy and is enforcement go hand in
hand with the EU Anti-State Subsidies regulation
which shall be adopted as well in Ukraine now
under the DCFTA to ensure no unfair dumping cross
subsidies distort the market access of Ukrainian
SMEs. As the EU allows for block exemptions for
SMEs support and regional Development Ukraine is
committed to ensure implementation of the whole
system of EU Competition and Anti State Subsidies
legislation in order to allow efcient SME and
Regional Support mechanism to develop based on
EU best practices. Here a special appreciation has
to be given to the German Friedrich Naumann
Foundation and their ofce in Ukraine because they
commissioned a excellent report on this issue and
organized 2 consultations in October 2016 on it in
Ky i v. P l e a s e  n d t h e r e p o r t o n l i n e a t
http://fnst.org/sites/default/les/uploads/2016/08
/02/20141103smeinukrainenal.pdf As often the
issue is implementation as Ukraine has already
developed a competition authority and as well
adopted the regulatory framework but lacks the
capacity and possible the will for enforcement
which as well requires skills, competence and
experience. It is considered to discuss with the
European Commission to nd a common way to
extend the authority of the DG Competition fully to
Ukraine and ensure that the DG competition has full
jurisdiction on Ukraine under a separate agreement
between the EU and Ukraine adding to the current
DCFTA.
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/ Such a
approach would add to the present legal basis as
dened in
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/international/bilat
eral/ukraine_eu_2014.pdf and would support the
effort of the Ukraine authorities in such essential
matters of competition law, state subsidy, mergers,
cartels and antitrust regulation.
http://www.amc.gov.ua/amku/control/main/uk/in
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dex For the global index on Competition Law and
Authorities Update please go to
http://globalcompetitionreview.com/news/article/
40418/ukraine-updates-its-competition-laws/
SME and Anti-Corruption
Corruption is a major public policy challenge in
Ukraine. There are major efforts ongoing to
improve the situations in Ukraine in the area of good
governance and rule of law, which are very
welcome and will have positive effect for the SME
development of Ukraine. For the SME sector there
are some key areas, which require attention and will
be very benecial for the whole society and the
economic development. One aspect is corporate
governance in state companies, which would be
very benecial for SME if standards in procurement
and subcontracting could be increased. A common
challenge is informality in the SME sector and the
widespread usage of double accounting, cash
payment and tax avoidance and non-declaration of
employment or under reporting of revenues and
salaries. Such informality breads the framework
where cash is used to short cut processes which
too often are too cumbersome and so shortcutting
it is rationale and cash require to do so and this
downward mutual reinforcing circle has to be xed
and a upward dynamic of compliance, digital
payment, scalisation of VAT, reform of the VAT
system, digitalization of SME and the reform of the
tax and accounting system together with a public
campaign against corruption, for digital SME and
digital payment and moral outcry against
corruption in all levels and forms will achieve
progress in this aspect. The Government is
committed to join the Global Alliance for Digital
payment www.betterthancash.org and the Central
Bank to take the lead with the Digital Payment
system together with banking sector and the SME
stakeholder and the Telekom sector can result in
major progress especially as all the infrastructure
is already in place and work was done on this but
the current situation has led the effort to slip but
now a now focus on digital payment, compliance
and corporate governance is needed and will be

effective. Corruption is as well a issue of incentive
and it is key to make deregulation a success, adopt
EU standards and ensure proportionality of public
administration and a major e-governance drive
which is currently under way in Ukraine and to
ensure a major simplication of the tax system of
Ukraine. All sides, state, central bank, banks and
SME stakeholders can have a major contribution
here and are called to contribute jointly to reduce
this negative obstacle for development of Ukraine.
Reducing informality, developing incentives for
complaining, deregulation and adopting EU
standards and incentivizing the use of digital
payments and reforming the Tax code and the way
the tax code is implemented will be very effective in
reducing corruption and jointly with the efforts in
the rule of awl and improving the contract
enforcement and the debt payment regulation
major progress can be achieved in this key sector.
Corruption and Informality are very much
inter twined and to combat these negative
phenomenon's the government of Ukraine will
under this strategy develop a separate sub-strategy
to combat informality on national level and is calling
all stakeholders and partner to support such an
effort. The analysis and action plan will develop a
holistic approach based on the combination of
simpler and easier to follow market inspection and
regulation system, with a major drive for the
promotion of digital and bank payment, a reform of
the tax code to incentives registration and
compliance based on simple and fair and low rates
and a reform of the book keeping system making
life of SMEs simple and easy to comply and so
gradually increase formality with all its positive
effects for compliance, reduction of corruption and
improvement of the rule of law. SME will benet
signicantly from the ongoing effor t of the
Government of Ukraine to ght corruption in all
dimensions and effort and the repeat the success
of Georgia in the reduction of corruption and
increase of transparency by e-Government tool and
a top level public leadership in this vital dimension
of good governance. Please nd the link of the
Ukrainian Chapter of TI at http://ti-ukraine.org/ and
the global ranking of Ukraine today at position 130
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in the world and Georgia at 48
https://www.transparency.org/country/#UKR and
Romania at 58 shows that there is major room for
improvement and the Government of Ukraine is
condent that major progress will materialize with
the ongoing reform effort in all sectors of public
administration, Courts and within the political
system of Ukraine. On the general progress of
reforms please see as well the civil society position
at http://rpr.org.ua/en/news/civil-societypresented-the-reforms-roadmap-2017-results-ofthe-round-table-discussion-speeding-up-thereforms-rpr-action-plan/
Ukraine is posed to make major progress on this
sector now with an efcient Ofce of Anti
Corr uption https://nabu.gov.ua/en/tags/edeclaration and the new e-declaration system now
functional which was a major step forward and has
show the dimension of the issue. The government
of Ukraine is therefore determined to join the SEE
Anti Corruption network and address this issue
based on the experience of the peer group of SEE
EU accession countries http://rai-see.org/ The
Government of Ukraine will work along these lines
with its international partners and cooperate with
www.baselgovernance.org/theme/icar/ and the
World bank Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative
http://star.worldbank.org/star/ which is especially
relevant in the case of Ukraine past predatory
regime. Ukraine will as well not just focus on the
past but systematic address the issue of abuse of
public funds along the lines of
www.internationalbudget.org/ with a special focus
on transparency in road construction and defense
spending
https://government.defenceindex.org/#close and
please nd possible success models on line how
the ght against informality and against corruption
is interconnected
http://corr uptionresearchnetwork.org/acrnnews/blog/corruption-and-persistent-informalityin-developing-countries-insights-from-india As
well Ukraine will work closely with its international
par tners along the guidelines outlined at
https://www.acauthorities.org/success-story and
focus on OECD countries please see at

https://www.oecd.org/corr uption/acn/ and
celebrate the International Anti Corruption Day
please nd at
http://www.anticorruptionday.org/actagainstcorru
ption/en/resources/index.html and ensure all top
level staff have to receive training of the
International Anti Corruption Academy based in
Austria http://www.iaca.int/about-us/generalinformation.html As well Ukraine will focus on the
best standards in political party nancing always a
key reason and excuse for corruption as well
addressed in the EU accession countries of SEE
please nd
www.transparency.org/whatwedo/activity/politica
l_party_nancing_in_the_western_balkans and
ensure that Ukraine endorses the recommendation
of the OECD in regards to FDI and Anti Corruption
h t t p s : / / w w w. o e c d . o r g / d a f / a n t i bribery/Foreign_Bribery_Factsheet_ENGLISH.pdf
and follow up on the PACA of the Council of Europe
conclusions of
www.coe.int/t/dghl/cooperation/economiccrime/c
orruption/Projects/Albania/PACA_en.asp
The Government of Ukraine and its international
partners are following as well the efforts in Albania
both from public, private and civil society and SME
community to ght corruption in Albania as a
possible way forwards on a multi stakeholder
basis. This will be painful in Ukraine as it was in
Albania but for sure required on the possible EU
accession trajectory including re-evaluation of
judges, prosecutors and international appointed
members of appointment commission and many
other far reaching measure to ensure the justice
sector works independent from political and
organized crime inuences and along EU
standards. Please nd attached.
http://www.stopkorrupsionit.al/ and the EU efforts
for the justice sector in Albania online at
http://www.euralius.eu/en/library/justice-reform
and for the business sector http://aalbania.al/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/ANTI-CORRUPTIONMEASURES.pdf
Some might argue Ukraine is not Albania and
clearly it is not and different but the process of EU
accession is the same for all countries big or small
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and if Ukraine aspires such a EU accession
trajectory the Albanian experience in justice and
anti corruption reform is very relevant.
SME and Tax reform
SMEs in Ukraine face a very complicated and
confusing tax code. The current proposals of the
Ministry of Finance will change that signicantly. In
relative terms and in regional context of
transformation countries on the way to the EU in
SEE and the Eastern Partnership Ukraine has the
highest corporate tax rate and income tax rate.
Most other countries have 10 to 15% and most
have 10% tax rate for cooperation and individual.
Ukraine has a specic low tax rate only for micro
business of 4% for revenues for individual
entrepreneurs which is reasonable in terms of
compliance but leads to a disincentive for
incorporation and growth and a lack of revenues as
many groups of such one person tax entities in fact
are working as companies already and so can not
grow as company together. Additionally the VAT
system not entirely compatible for European VAT
and a very strict and powerful tax enforcement
mechanism ensure that informality stays high. The
situation has to signicantly improve and a tax
reform package should be systematic in
addressing the situation of SMEs and ensure that
there are incentive to incorporate and not to
encourage informality by encouraging individual
status instead of incorporation and so moving up
the entrepreneurship ladder. There are already
major efforts ongoing in this obvious priority area
and SMEs urgently require progress in this area and
as well in the VAT compliance area. In many
countries full scale scalistion of the VAT cash
register at all point of sales have been undertaken
and a similar effort for full scale scalistion has to
be undertaken in Ukraine – carefully companied
with incentives to incorporate and reducing
corporate and income tax rates and complexity of
the tax code and incentive to use the banking
system and the digital payment system and to
report sales fully and report salaries fully. In all
countries of South Eastern and Central Europe

such a policy of low taxation and reasonable
incentive to incorporate while ensure that a VAT
style full digitalized tax system is fully implemented
has help growth of SME and tax revenues at the
same time and proofed to be very benecial to SME
and the economy in general. Furthermore tax
policy should focus on the clarity and revenues,
compliance and respect from taxpayers for public
obligations and duties as well as for tax payer
contribution and respect for that. It is always a
careful balance to strike. In general the direct of the
Government of Ukraine is to ensure VAT is fully
digitalized and broad and fully applied on all goods
and services with a few exemptions and loopholes
and with efcient procedures as automatic and
digitalized as possible to be jointly with income tax
on employment and dividends and other revenues
to the main income source of the government on
national level. Customs revenues should be faded
out over time within EU and DCFTA and as well
reduced to as little as possible. The main revenue
for the regional and municipal level should come
from property related tax, from transfer of property,
yearly property tax and as well tax on rental
revenues of property which should not part of the
national personal income tax system but be levied
locally to ensure compliance, avoid evasion and
raise local revenues. Corporate tax should be
reduced to 0 in all case prots are reinvested in the
company based on the Estonian model and once
consumed than be taxed a personal income or
divided tax. SMEs with the intention and investment
plans to grow and employ and produce and register
employees and VAT would so therefore basically be
exempt from SME tax or corporate tax which would
foster investment and long term growth. In general
the trend of similar EU accession or potential EU
accession countries of South Eastern Europe and
Eastern Partnership should be followed with simple
and fair and best at tax system with incentives
compliance and increase so tax revenue and
gradually build a new positive relation between
taxpayers and tax authorities and a new public
spending culture of mutual respect of public
responsibility and their nancing. Please for more
on such reforms in SEE in the last decade visit the
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site of Europeans for Tax reform at
http://www.attaxeurope.eu/yliko/pdf/Newsletters/TAX_Reformer_N
o_7_1.pdf

EU Compatible VAT system fully operational
Full scale introduction of scal register cashiers at
all point of sales in Ukraine
One rate VAT at 20% with minimal exceptions
following EU guidelines
Personal Income Tax 10%
Corporate Tax 10% only when distributed to owner
or shareholder
Reinvested prots can stay in company tax free
All property related taxation from purchase, rent,
yearly property tax for regional authorities and
municipalities own resources
Ensuring interoperability of E-Kataster Digital
Notary and e- Taxation on national and regional
level to ensure full compliance with the income tax
on rental income of 10% for all such revenue to fund
a new responsibilities of the regions and
municipalities under the current decentralization
effort
No separate SME tax but ensure SME comply with
VAT, Property Tax and register employees fully and
comply with all standards as required by DCFTA
No license fees or other start up related fee or
market barriers for SMEs
National consumption taxes for specic categories
and public interest and welfare considerations on
national level at Point of Sales with VAT register
implemented transparent and non discriminatory.
(Petrol, Alcohol, Tobacco, Gaming, etc)

VAT for new sold proper ty development to
formalize the construction sector
Fully digitalizing of Tax system with individual
accounts of taxpayers
Abolishment of Tax police and similar enforcement
staff – enforcement via courts and via debt and
obligation system – transfer of all tax police to
customs authorities or to other duties

SME and Infrastructure
Infrastr ucture is Ukraine is still a major
development obstacle for SMEs. Access to roads,
water, electricity, waste collection, public transport
and top-level infrastructure like rail, motorways
and air transport is still lacking behind. As well the
access to the EU market is challenge with
bottleneck at the few border crossings with Poland,
Romania, Slovakia and Hungary as well as the
customs situation. It should be considered to
include Ukraine in the EU Balkans Infrastructure
Interconnectivity and Inter-compatibility Dialogue
to ensure all sectors of the Ukrainian infrastructure
move towards EU standards and receive the
attention necessary to transform Ukraine into a
world-class location for SMEs. Ukraine has already
signicant assets in terms of railways and airport
but the regulation covering them would benet
signicantly from the adoption of sector
liberalization regulation already in place in EU. And
major progress can be expected now under DCFTA.
But such a participation in the Berlin Balkan
process and the systematic infrastructure
coordination and planning alone EU guidelines as it
is now practical concluded under EU guidance for
the Balkans and now is a question of nancing and
time and will change the Balkans and speed up EU
integration will be very effective for Ukraine as well.
Please see the results of the Paris summit of the
Berlin Balkan process at this link.
http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/countr yles/balkans/events/ar ticle/balkans-parisbalkans-2016-summit-paris-04-07-16
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Fur thermore the following measures are
recommended as part of a national dialogue on
infrastructure of Ukraine in 2016 and 2017 and
would be very benecial for SMEs in Ukraine.
Towards a European Ukrainian Liviv Dialogue on
Infrastructure and Interconnectivity – Ukraine
inviting its EU neighbors and potential 4 EU future
fellow EU member states & EU and other interested
stakeholders IFI, Germany, Austria, Moldova and
Baltic countries Additionally to joining the Berlin
Balkan Dialogue it is recommended that Ukraine
itself develop a regular dialogue forum on regional
infrastructure with its 4 EU members in same
format like Balkan Format. One yearly President
Forum and than working groups on all sectors with
the 4 EU future fellow EU member states along the
same lines and sectors as the Balkan Dialogue.
This is necessary so that the focus in Ukraine with it
major needs and on Central and Eastern Europe
and as well to have the event in Ukraine and
establish this for the next decade and as well as
excellent political marketing instrument for the
Ukrainian public.
Major Infrastructure Motorway Project as Symbol
of European Ukraine's success with Mariupol as
the European Adriatic Highway Hub at the Black
Sea. Nations under reconstruction needs such
symbols of their success and capability like the
Albanian Kosovo Highway, Kaprun post War in
Austria, the Hoover Dam in the US and many such
public visibility projects around the world. To use
the public funds wisely and achieve the desired
results it is best to choice a very useful and
meaningful project where a lot of economic
benets in concrete mobility gains for people and
SMEs are generated like with highways. The
proposal is to build one European Highway from
Mariupol at Black Sea to Brussels basically the E40
and lead it along the front line down to Mariupol to
connect that crucial city, support regional and
economic development in the eastern Oblasts and
turn Mariupol with all it symbolic and real and
historic signicance for Ukraine's resistance to
Russian aggression into a European Highway hub

at the Black Sea. Basically it is two highways
crossing -the Brussels-Mariupol Highway and the
Mariupol-Durres Adriatic Black Sea Highway. Of
course it has major costs and takes time but in
Albania and Kosovo it was done in 5 years and the
land and geography conditions are easier than in
Albanian Alps. The Highway along the northern rim
of the Black Sea to Kherson – of strategic
signicance as the South Korea of Ukraine
compared to occupied Crimea in economic decline
– going to Odessa and Ismail and connecting via
Romania and Bulgaria, Serbia, Kosovo to Albania
and the Adriatic port of Durres and basically
ensuring that the E40 and Corridor 8 meeting in
Mariupol. In European Mariupol and where
terminology matters as it is important to call it the
European Adriatic Black Sea Motorway hub
Mariupol and start with the construction of the
highway hub right there and right now in 2017 and
build the connecting highways over the next years
to the north to Kharkov and the west from Mariupol
to Kherson and start there as well in 2017 with a
second hub the Kherson Dnipro-Danube logistic
hub with a major motorway hub in that name as a
start. Nobody can hinder Ukraine to use the term
Danube as well and why it matters:
Towards A EU Danube Dnipro Strategy. Kherson
and the Dnipro should be included in the EU Danube
Strategy and all instruments of EU Danube as well
rolled out in all Dnipro region and as well key is
terminology EU Danube-Dnipro Strategy.
http://www.danube-region.eu/about
Both efforts matter in term of strategic signicance
to ensure the development of the Ukraine Black Sea
coast and ensure the success similar like the
Western Black Sea coast already in the EU along EU
guidelines and regional development mechanism
to ensure the compares but European development
efforts in Ukraine and Russian occupied Crimea
will be clear and convincing. Therefore the
Government of Ukraine calls for a strong focus on
the Black Sea coast from the international
community.
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Towards single- one stop – customs and border
check points & procedures with EU and Ukraine as
all joint border crossings. Like between Albania and
Montenegro only one joint building for Polish
Ukrainian border and customs and one-window
procedures with all EU borders. Start with 4 of such
in 2017 with each of the 4 EU members bordering
Ukraine.
Systematically de-militarize and rationalize the
Ukraine -EU border jointly with the EU border
authorities Frontex http://frontex.europa.eu/ and
the EU Member states bordering Ukraine and
systematically and massively build the capacity of
Ukraine border police and customs authorities at
the Russian - Ukrainian and Ukrainian -Belorussian
and the inner Ukrainian Demarcation lines towards
the occupied territories of Donbas and Crimea
jointly with Frontex and ensure to effectively be able
to reduce smuggling, cross border crime and all
other negative effects with latest technology and
signicant physical investments and transport
such equipment from the EU Ukrainian border to the
Ukrainian Russian border where possible and
feasible.
Establish a state owned POE operating, building
and nancing the Motorway construction projects
of Ukraine build on the Austrian ASFINAG model
www.asnag.at This measure give the opportunity
to introduce road pricing along the EU road pricing
directive and depoliticize the motor way
construction effort.

EU SME policy and Industry and FDI in close
partnership
Most if not all of the past industrial development
was state nanced and never had a commercially
viable reality without such major transfers and
cross subsidies and will not have without similar
direct of indirect subsidies. Such subsidies are
hard to afford at current scal constraints and
anyhow questionable in economic terms and
certainly in terms of subsidies policy under WTO

and later EU regulations. All still state owned
industrial assets should be carefully assessed in
terms of EU Anti State subsidy regulation
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/accessingmarkets/trade-defence/actions-against-importsinto-the-eu/anti-subsidy/ and only protable
enterprises under full market conditions should be
continued. Other industrial assets shall be
transformed into industrial parks for international
investments and industrial SMEs and here for state
and donor funding should be considered in the
future. Modern SME policy as part of this strategy
understand the Ukrainian SME sector as partner for
the international investor community active in
Ukraine based on good corporate governance
under international standards and as a partner of
the industrial sector of Ukraine but both FDI and
Ukrainian industry have to ensure working with the
Ukrainian SME sector on a transparent manner
based on tendering supply and subcontracting in
transparent and competitive manner. As well
continuing major state transfers into public or
private owned state industrial complexes via public
utilities process or other cross subsidies have to be
stopped and such funds only to be used the
industrial redevelopment and restructuring of such
complexes under European regulative standards
and best practices. The basic rational is that EU
SME Policy will as well require budgetary support
in terms of a State Agency or Foundation and for
Regional And SME development compatible with
EU Anti State subsidies regulation and some key
activities but will be much more effective and cost
effective than major industrial state sponsored
policy action. And it is SMEs which create jobs
locally and stay local and grow sustainable and lift
the whole economy and therefore have received to
such a cross party all society support across the
EU member countries and the US and Canada. SME
policy is not opposed to industrial development and
in close cooperation with the FDI community SMEs
can play a major part in a industrial future of
Ukraine especially by integrating Ukraine's
industrial manufacturing SMEs into the central
European industrial value chain but not based on
large industrial complexes under state control of
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the past exporting steel based on subsidized
energy and causing environment pollution but on
SME focused industrial clusters around
competently run international or Ukrainian
investors and the past asset will be the center of
SME industrial clusters owned by competent
managers and investors competing with each other
and successfully creating real value on sustainable
basis. Some excellent efforts are happening in
Ukraine with international partners please nd
http://www.recpc.kpi.ua/en/projects-en/eapgreen/project-in-ukraine

SME and organization of State Industrial
companies
Ukraine economy is still dominated by state owned
industrial giants protected by strategic industrial
consideration and defense considerations and
other public interest consideration and given the
current political and market situation it might be
difcult to ensure public support for privatization
and prepare the due process and ensure
reasonable market condition and market
absorption capacity for privatization of such assets
currently. To prepare such steps and to ensure that
these companies are more effectively run and
cooperating on transparent manner with the SME
sector the Government of Ukraine will ensure that
all such state companies are run on along
transparent corporate governance and open all
their supply chain for SMEs on a competitive basis.
SME in Ukraine would benet strongly from such
new opportunities and as it has been shown for
example in Austria please see the Austrian State
Holding Companies for Industrial assets it to
rationalizes, open for competition and modernize
the existing assets is such manner is a successful
model for industrial assets without a public
consensus for full scale privatization or a lack of
current market condition and level of preparedness
to do so right now.
http://www.oebib.gv.at/beteiligungen/ Such a
holding might be benecial as well in the Ukrainian
context to ensure reasonable management and

openness of all processes to the public and SME
based on competition. The government of Ukraine
is committed to fulll all EU standards in this key
sector and will follow the EU regulation in the area
of company law and corporate governance along
the EU directives covering this area as well within
its own state owned sector. Please nd the relevant
regulation at
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/civil/companylaw/corporate-governance/index_en.htm In the
defense area under the current challenges Ukraine
has already move in the European direction with a
holding covering this sector please nd at
http://ukroboronprom.com.ua/en/category/strukt
ura Major European capacity development effort
should be devoted to support such a management
structure and as well the tendering and outscoring
to the SME community would be a major
opportunity for the Ukrainian economy and SME
community. Concerning part of the industrial
capacity it might be considered to reorganize the
Ukrainian industrial capacities in line with EU
capacities and to cooperate with the Airbus Group
in such arrangement to have a strong lead
companies open for cooperation with SMEs and
ensure the integration of the Ukrainian Defense
capacities with the European Defense Sector for
strategic reason and consideration as well.
http://www.airbusgroup.com/ For the energy
sector one possible scenario for the short to
medium term is the partly privatization of the major
state energy companies like the major State owned
Hydropower company
http://www.ukrhydroenergo.org/ following the
Austrian model of an 49% oating on the Ukrainian
stock exchange to attract capital, rationalize and
depoliticize management while keeping state
control and main ownership and so ensure such a
strategies receives the public approval Please see
www.verbund.at for the Austrian former Danube
Hydropower holding successfully turned from a
public owned state utility into a public listed blue
chip owned by the investing public and strategic
shareholders by 49% and 51% still owned by the
Government of Austria and operating as all other
listed companies have to in the interested of
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shareholders and not of single political leaders. As
well full privatization in the current market and
political context will not be successful in nancial
terms if at all feasible and so not receive public
support and endorsement and the Austrian model
might be a doable alternative for the time being. For
the energy sector as Ukraine is already member the
key is to follow all guidelines of the Energy
Community as fast as possible
https://www.energycommunity.org/por tal/page/por tal/ENC_HOME
and please nd overview for the energy sector of
Ukraine and its vast potential and perspective
online page 155 ff https://www.energycommunity.org/portal/page/portal/ENC_HOME/D
OCS/4332394/3D790302C9FD5024E053C92FA8
C0D492.pdf and this is a very good example how
Ukraine can join all the success organization of the
Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe which have
been so benecial for the post war reconstruction
and EU accession process of SEE and are now fully
operational and ready for Ukraine now that Ukraine
is fully committed to European integration and so
Ukraine can access all such pre-accession
instruments and move much faster to EU
standards.
Appreciation for the International Partners of
Ukraine and Donor Community – Ukrainian
overreaching strategic Objective to join the
European Union
The Government of Ukraine expresses its
appreciation for the major and signicant support
the transformation of Ukraine to European
normality after the predatory regime until February
2014 and the success of the Revolution of Dignity.
Ukraine today is committed to transform not just its
state institutions but as well the way business is
done in Ukraine both from Ukrainians and
international investors long European lines and
standards and regulation and best practices and
this Ukrainian EU SME Strategy is a integral part of
this public committeemen. Ukraine sees its future
as part of the European family of nations and
aspires to be ready to join the European and

Transatlantic institutions in the same manner like
the country of South Eastern Europe. Ukraine does
not have the same guarantee like the SEE nations
receive in Thessaloniki in 2003 but Ukraine
endeavors to treat itself as EU accession country in
very aspect and now under DCFTA has the
instrument to do so. Ukraine fulls the Copenhagen
criteria and should not be punished by the foreign
occupation of its territories in its perspective to join
the EU once invited to do so. In this respect the
Government of Ukraine thanks all its supporters
from the USA, Canada, Japan and Turkey and is
ready and open for cooperation with the whole
world opposing the aggression against Ukraine and
is undertaking major effort to build partnerships
with Asia, Africa and the Middle East but is clear in
its strategic priorities to join the EU and NATO along
with its partners and future fellow EU candidate
countries form South Eastern Europe and is calling
on all international partners to coordinate efforts
and support for Ukraine along the DCFTA and EU
accession best practices and regulation and will
endeavor to adopt EU compatible regulation and
legislation and all instruments and build on the
experiences of the Central European EU countries
in the 90ies and the SEE EU accession countries in
the last decade. The latest report on the EU support
to Ukraine can be found here online
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/neighbourhood/p
df/key-documents/ukraine/20161028-repor tsgua.pdf And for the public policy and EU
dimension please nd the key document in the
report on EU and Ukraine relations online at the
European Council for Foreign Affairs from this
October.http://www.ecfr.eu/publications/summary
/keeping_up_appearances_how_europe_is_supp
orting_ukraines_transformation
The Government of Ukraine calls on all partners,
donors and friends to work closely coordinated
along thematic multi donor multi stakeholders
platforms along EU regulations and EU member
state or EU candidate countries success models
and long this strategic objectives develop in this
strategy to ensure common success for SME on
nation wide, equitable, inclusive and sustainable
growth for the Ukrainian SME sector and so for the
society of Ukraine on its way to the EU.
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Towards EU SME consensus led by the
Government of Ukraine

SMEs and Equal Access to Information,
Opportunities and Public resources.

In Ukraine such a EU SME public consensus is still
missing and so it is very important to have a public
commitment of the highest level of the Ukrainian
state to ensure that all levels of the Government and
the later via all the SME stakeholders as well the
whole society is supporting such a new EU
consensus. In this context the adoption of the EU
strategy in December 2016 has to be understood
as a rst step for such a consensus to develop. In
the Ukrainian context as well it will be very useful to
have such a strategy adopted to ensure as well a
strong SME focus of all key state institutions often
having a strong independent mandate and keen for
their independence but their cooperation still be
vital for EU style SME policy in Ukraine as they have
a major impact on the SME reality like the Tax
agency, Land register and the central bank but as
well from the statistics agency to the standards
bodies. Part of the SME strategy should be the
appointment of the EU style SME Envoy,
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/businessfriendly-environment/small-business-act/smeenvoys_de and a Order of the Prime Minister of
Ukraine that all state institutions have to appoint a
SME coordinator in their ofce to attend the Ukraine
EU SME and entrepreneurship policy consultation
council and report back and ensure there is a
constant improvement feedback policy cycle
established via the public sector and the private
sector via such a consultation, feedback and
mutual improvement cycle which is assisted and
reported and assisted by TA. Based on the current
draft and under the leadership of the Minister
appointed strategy working group and with the
support of the TA team based on the EU SBA and
key specic Ukrainian areas of policy interest and
including a clear proposal for the division of task on
which level of competencies between state actors
and the SME community there strategy will be
discussed with stakeholders during the SME
strategy consultations and SME sector reform
working group of key stakeholders

EU SME policy is about equality in access to
information, opportunity and public resources. It is
not about equality in results, on the contrary the
successful and innovate should be allow to enjoyed
the results and economic successful without
harassment and state and political instructions.
Success in terms of market based success by the
consumer decision to buy products and services
from the SME community should be public
positively received. Success depending on political
access and short cuts and insider knowledge and
access to public resources like the budget; tender,
public land and access to information, which was
denied to the competition, should be considered
what it is …unfair and wrong. And here EU SME
policies has to be understood as the openness to
competition, transparency and openness in access
to all public information, tenders and processes
and resources. Nobodies have a right to use public
resources without a transparent and simple and
reasonable accessible process. EU SME policy is
not about asking for state resources and subsidies
but about ensuring the such resources are available
on a transparent way, no matter where you are
based, who you know and which party or ethnic
group or circle of friends you belong. Tender,
simple and fair and transparent processes,
reasonable criteria and widely accessible
information about opportunity and all online and
well documented is the basis of good SME policy.
This included access to public land, buildings,
tender, privatization, licenses, natural resources in
mining, water, energy and as well for concession
and PPP in public services. This is a constant
struggle everywhere but each sector and step of
public activities has to be understood from the
perspective and growth and inclusive growth is
happening based on such openness. And it works.
This is essential as well in terms of equal treatment
from the tax agency or the customs authorities or
with inspections or all other controlling authorities.
Equality in correct usage of public authorities and
reasonable proportionate measures intervention
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always and having the general good and propose in
mind and regards the SME development as a
strategic objective of the State and not a temporary
problem to be solved or to be taxed and or
exploited. As new partnership between authorities
and SME community based on the principle of good
public administration, proportionality, effective
implementation in transparent manner, equally
treatment but always being careful with state
intervention to benet one or punish an SMEs. A
new culture of State - SME relation, a new positive
culture of SME and State and Public Administration
is urgently required and it required a reform of
public administration top down but as well a new
mentality of SME owners and market participants.

EU Ukrainian SME Policy Firmly Based on
Firm Fundament of 4 Pillars EU, Ukraine,
Region, Cities and Municipalities
EU SME can be successful and effective if from the
start it is clear which level of government is
focusing in assisting, coalescing and incentivizing
SME development on which level of and in what
form and where which from of implementation
should be done. EU Instruments and policies for
Ukraine, National SME policy and instruments of
Ukraine, Regional Development and Comparing
regional economic frameworks for SMEs and SME
friendly cities and municipalities are all very
successful instruments and it is necessary to
assign the responsibility and benchmark the
success and swap good practices and examples
on each of these sectors and clarify the debate
otherwise there will be confusion and stakeholders
will say SME policy is more for the regions, regions
will focus on national competencies, EU funds and
instruments will nd too less or too much attention
on the wrong audience and create expectation
which are not realistic and receive too less attention
from the audience which would have access and
so all the major effort of EU SME policy and the
Ukrainian reform and the decentralization and
regional development will be less effective if this is
not well explained and communicated. On the

national level it is key to have a implementation
agency well informed and facilitating and
supporting SME focused donor and EU efforts and
to ensure constant SME policy improvement and
advocacy as the SME agency, the SME
Ombudsman, a possible SME Independent
Advocacy Unit like the Small Business
Administration in the USA and a National SME
Policy Consultation council and the SME
committee in the Parliament and a national
benchmarking effor t of regional SME
competitiveness, public services on regional level
and SME support infrastructure. As well as the
deregulation effort is mainly as national effort
towards the national parliament and national
administration and should focus on the national
level.
On the regional level all concrete SME measure and
support development and regional development
should be focused and on SME should require to
come personally to a national level SME unit but all
services, support, incentives and information
should be online and availed in regional level and
part of the regional development effort for the
Government and the donor community. On this
level major outreach, communication and SME
networking efforts should be focused. Each region
should have a Regional Development and SME
Support Agency with a clear mandate for support
of SME and as the main facilitator of SME
information, networking and support, training and
skills development together with the regional
association of private business service providers.
The main focus should be on ensuring that each
city and municipalities is focusing on SME
development and all business is local and concrete
and here land, access to land, construction
permits, commercial zoning, operation units and a
general pro SME environment matter the most and
here to concrete benets of jobs, taxes and
development should be the most concrete and so
taxes, permits, land management, local SME
coalition and networking have to be here focused
and the national level should do the most to allow
competences to shif t to this level which
supervising success via promoting best examples
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and benchmarking success. The Austrian model of
regional development based on strong SMEs rmly
focused and supported on pro SME cities and
municipalities is here to mention and has worked
very well in central European transformation
countries during the last enlargement rounds and
can be very effective for Ukraine and a pro SME
regional and local development strategy based on
positive competition and active local political
leadership in the area of SMEs. A EU Ukrainian
SME strategy has to do hand in hand with the
ongoing decentralization effort of the state and is
like the operation system for the new empowered
regional and municipal institutions in the eld of
regional development. Please nd some links on
the SME and Regional Development, which might
be useful, what was done in EU accession
countries of SEE on Business Friendly Regions and
SME Competitiveness in Regions rated and on
Business Improvement Districts. Please nd the
GIZ suppor ted index for business friendly
municipalities athttp://bfc-see.org Please nd the
ADA supported. Municipal SME Competitiveness
Index http://www.sme-support.eu/mcrreport.htm
and a similar concept done by USAID
http://uboconsulting.com/PDF/MCI_2014_ENG.p
d and as well the regional inner city revitalization of
Albania with help of AADF and the Business
Improvement District
http://www.aadf.org/project/bid-legislation/

Creation of Ukrainian SME Agency of
Foundation of POE for the implementation of
National EU SME Policy in Ukraine
State policy in the sphere of development and
support of SMEs has to be formulated and
supervised and monitored by the Ministry of
Economic Development and Trade of Ukraine. The
implementation of the state policy relies on a
specially authorized body in the eld of small and
medium entrepreneurship - Agency of Foundation
for European SME and Entrepreneurship
Development in Ukraine.

The main functions of the Agency or Public
Foundation or POE are provision and organization
of:
Implementing of the EU SME Strategy for Ukraine
Monitoring and repor ting on EU SBA
implementation
Coordination of EU SME programs for Ukraine in
cooperation with DG Growth
Donor coordination on TA project level
Training of SME exper ts inside Regional
Development and SME Agencies
Ensuring implementation of regional and local SME
competitiveness and SME friendly benchmarking
exercises
Attracting donor funds
Supporting the donor community in its SME
access to nances programs
Gradually building capacities to implement such
programs
The yearly conduct of the EU Ukrainian SME Week
to develop the national SME consensus in Ukraine
Assist the SME policy department in all required
areas of SME implementation
Potentially being able to absorb and distribute
donor funding in terms of SME access to nance or
budgetary support mechanism of the EU in area of
SME
Coordinating and implementation programs with
other public agencies or foundation in area of FDI,
Innovation and research, Export promotion
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Developing in-depth knowledge of SME data and
contracting the yearly SME observatory and
liaising with the Ukrainian Statistical agency on
data
Organizing quar terly consultations with the
regional development agencies on SME
development but not having line authorities on
RDA& SMEs but guiding, networking and
benchmarking their progress and the results of
regional development and SME support on national
level.
Developing into a strong trustwor thy and
competent SME agency able to handle signicant
donor funding and manage SME programs for the
coming decades of SME development on
sustainable basis with the Austrian AWS establish
post war and still distributing ERP funds today.
www.awsg.at
Attend the EU SME Assembly and report on SBA
implementation of Ukraine

Entrepreneurship Promotion and SME Support
working program within the existing Regional
Development Fund and to co-fund this program
from national budget at the regional level and
regions decided and pick-and-choose their own
instrument mix according to their regional
development priorities and fund 50%.
It is recommended to create or redesign the
Regional and SME Development Agencies (or
Public Foundations or POE) in all Oblasts of Ukraine
(RSMEDA) and regional development and SME
suppor t mechanism. RSMEDAs will conduct
trainings on star t-up and doing business,
entrepreneurial skills assessment of acting and
potential entrepreneurs, organize and provide
advisory services to small and medium enterprises
in various areas of business activities and will do so
via the regional business service provision
networks will have to be fostered as part of the
ongoing drive for SMEs under this strategy. Mainly
in the sector of SME such agencies or foundations
will undertake to deliver.

Act in same manner and perform all task as EU
member states SME support agencies

Serve as Implement unit for SME programs of the
Government of Ukraine and the Donor community
developed on national level

Developing a Regional Development and SME
Support Agency in each Ukrainian Oblast

Serves as contact point for all SME access to
nance measure undertaking in Ukraine from GoU
and donor and IFI community

Creation of new and support of already operational
entities within SME support infrastructure in
accordance to the best practices is one of the main
conditions for the promotion of entrepreneurship
among the population and providing professional
as well as assurance of qualied support to already
existing entrepreneurs. On the national level the
existing regional development mechanism should
be enlarged to cover as well the SME development
sector as in the EU most concrete SME support in
terms of funding is only allowed as part of regional
development effort otherwise it has to be notied
as State subsidy and similar obligations result now
for Ukraine under DCFTA. Therefore it is
recommended to Set up a dedicated

Ensure an integrated regional and SME
development concept is in place on Oblast level
with a well developed strategic cooperation
approach between regional urban and land
planning, infrastructure planning and regional
economic assets and the SME development in all
sectors describes under this National SME strategy
To develop a sub-strategy mainly for SMEs and
economic development of the Regional
Development Strategy for each Oblast
To hold quarterly meeting with all district and
municipal economic development ofcer and
coordinate effor ts with all local economic
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development teams in such a integrated effort and
monitor progress and results in transparent
manner and publish them in a public report
Develop Advisory services in SME access to
nance in-house but ensure the development of a
vibrant Business Support Service network of
lawyer, notaries, consultation, VET skills and
training and certication and research institute both
public and private and ensure the sector has a
commercial base by tendering all such training and
networking and client oppor tunities out on
transparent manner.
Ensure a donor backed voucher program for
Business Service Support provision for SMEs in
business planning, management training, skills
enhancement, strategic business analysis is in
place to increase the productivity and networking
factor of the regional business community
Serve as the regional contact point for investment
location and support Ukrainian and International
Business in nding the right location and ensure
that the location and property process is working
well and effectively and equitable in the region
Support in marketing on the export markets and
ensuring that SMEs in the region have good access
to central government agencies like expor t
promotion and FDI and other as necessary to
ensure decent regional diversity of opportunities
Development of business associations and
supporting sector dialogue between producers and
retail and consumer organization in contact and
transparent manner to ensure supply and demand
are in constant communication while ensuring the
competition principle by keeping such meeting
open and constant but to ensure local value
creation
Such agencies have the developed to ensure future
handling of potential signicant public and donor
programs under the EU regional development
agenda. Please see http://www.ecoplus.at/ for the

agency of Lower Austria as best practice case.
Establishment of a National Agency for
Innovation and Research of Ukraine
In the eld of development of innovation there is a
major potential in Ukraine with its excellent
technical universities and engineering tradition and
talent. The government of Ukraine plans therefore
to establish a Agency for Innovation, Technology
and Research to ensure as the main coordinator
and intermediary for creation of innovation
management system with the goal to broader
introduction of innovations and encouraging of
nancial and loan institutions to provide related
funding from the EU main programs this sector and
to establish such an agency based on EU best
practices please see the Bavarian agency at
https://www.forschung-innovation-bayern.de/
Such an agency will be the main hub for industrial
and academic research cooperation between the
EU and Ukraine and so all international research
and innovation cooperation between Ukraine and
its international partners. The board will involve key
industrial, academic and international partners and
will be co-managed by the Ministry of Education
and Economy and Agriculture.
This agency should manage as well the Ukraine
Research and Development Sciences Fund, which
is currently under development. Ukraine has a lot of
industrial assets but there is little in terms of
modern R&D and there are great scientist at the
Universities but only a few applied science
collaboration projects between industry, academia
and public bodies. In 2015 the Parliament has
passed the Law to set up a Fund that would fund
scientic and applied research projects on
competitive basis handling grants with proper
review along the guidelines of Horizon 2020.
Certainly rst the network, institutions and proper
infrastructure has to be set up and as well the best
step to join existing EU and EU accession
consortium and co apply jointly with the specic
Ukrainian aspects and so gradually develop
capacity and ensure closer coordination on EU
lines between universities, public research bodies
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and state institutions and public and private
industry. It is essential to understand that the only
way to nance industrial development among EU
competition and anti state subsidies regulations is
via such R&D development and suppor t
mechanism. Fur ther best practises and role
models should be developed jointly with the OECD
along the Triple Helix Model and please see Bosnia
as a model at
https://www.oecd.org/investmentcompact/Triple
%20Helix%20English%20Version.pdf

Upgrade the Export Promotion Office to an
independent Agency and establish the
Ukrainian FDI and Export Promotion Council
with the Bilateral Chambers of Commerce
The Government of Ukraine plans to upgrade the
current Export Promotion Ofce inside the Ministry
to an agency for Export promotion of Ukraine.
Given it major potential and the amount of 38 B$ of
Export in 2015 and the DCFTA requirement of
training SMEs for export and the travel and event
density this is the right next step forwards. Export in
manufacturing to the EU are already rising
signicantly and major effor ts have to be
undertaking with trade shows, bilateral trade
cooperation, establishing a council of Export
promotion within the framework of the new agency
and with the partnership of the network of the
bilateral Chambers of Commerce. In line with this
effort a national insurance system for exporting
companies and the Ukrainian equivalent to the
German export credit guarantee system will be
established. http://www.agaportal.de/en/aga/
The British and Dutch Embassy are supporting
already efforts in the key sector of preparing SME
for export and supporting them and providing the
ser vice capacity for them.
http://www.ctaeconomic.com/exporting-to-theeu-under-the-dcfta.html Here it is useful to see the
efforts in Export promotion by the legacy fund of
the US Endowment for Democracy WNISEF at
http://www.wnisef.org/ and the Canadian Ukrainian
Trade and Investment Project which can just be

applauded and is very much appreciated and will
have major impact on trade now with CETA, DCFTA
and Ukraine orientation towards transatlantic
future. http://cutisproject.org/
Fur thermore the Government of Ukraine will
establish a FDI and Export promotion council led by
the Ministry of Trade and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and invite all bilateral Chambers of
Commerce accredited in Ukraine on quarterly basis
to consultations in a public format and will
encourage the development of such bilateral
chambers of commerce with Ukraine and all
countries or regions Ukraine has diplomatic and
commercial relations and is calling for the
diplomatic and donor community to support such
development and consultations. With countries
where such bilateral chambers are still to be
developed the commercial attaché of the
embassies accredited will be invited to the National
FDI and Export Promotion Council. At each of these
council the development of trade and investment
will be presented by the Central Bank and each
bilateral chamber is invited to present activity and
progress reports in terms of export promotion and
FDI in Ukraine. Currently the Government of
Ukraine is undertaking a major effort to design a
new SME focused Export strategy with the help of
ITC http://www.intracen.org/publication/SMECompetitiveness-Outlook-2015/ ITC is the joint
agency of WTO and the UNO for supporting SME to
internationalize and this effort is very serious and
should be suppor ted by all stakeholders.
http://www.intracen.org/itc/about/how-itc-works/
The FDI Agency is established, now to make it
fully operational and deliver results
The government of Ukraine has now established
Investment promotion agencies as part of its drive
to attract foreign investment and as part of the
effort to transform the perception of Ukraine as
business location and as an active and positive
contribution to regional stability and prosperity and
normality in the post crisis context. Form the start
the new agencies will follow best practices of such
agencies based on the World Association of
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Investment Promotion Agencies
http://www.waipa.org/ and the Government is
condent that the current reform effort and the
opportunities Ukraine has to offer will result in
positive increase of FDI in the coming years. Next to
attracting major investment projects in energy and
infrastructure the FDI agency will try to develop
reasonable sized investment projects ready for the
European SME investor and promote them to
specic EU based SME investors group and
promote Ukraine based on the continues success
of EU investors in Ukraine and the new
oppor tunities provided for the European
manufacturing sector in Ukraine under the DCFTA
now fully in force. A separate work and action plan
for investment promotion and the agency is under
development.
A separate focus of the Government of Ukraine will
be on the integration with the Central European and
SEE investment promotion clusters and networks
and stakeholder event like the Vienna Economic
F o r u m h t t p : / / w w w. v i e n n a - e c o n o m i c forum.com/index.php/en/ in order to start the new
Investment Promotion Agency from the start with
the objective of close integration of Ukraine into the
central European industrial value chain.
The Government of Ukraine want to explicitly
ensure the establishment of separate agencies in
each of the sectors from SME, FDI, innovation and
export in order to ensure effective support and
development of watch of these sector key for the
development of the Ukraine now under DCFTA and
reform conditions and not loose focus on parallel
development of each of these essential priorities.
Later onwards it might be considered to merge
some of these activities in the more mature political
and economic environment but under current post
crisis conditions the Government of Ukraine is
asking the donor community for support for these
agencies and separated but well coordinated
activities elds which will not receive enough
attention in the current set up of the public
administration and therefore not be able to have the
impact desired and possible in the coming 3 years
in the proposed institutional structure. Given the
intensive coordination necessities and international

travel and Ukrainian regional dimension the
proposed organization will delivered the best
results for Ukraine, SME and the international
donors and friends of Ukraine. And the Government
of Ukraine would appreciate to be included in the
OECD Investment Compact for South Eastern
Europe and all its instruments and benchmarks
please nd at
https://www.oecd.org/investmentcompact/
Develop a POE for Industrial Park management
and Redevelopment of Industrial Assets
As part of the FDI drive, regional development and
industrial redevelopment and SME clustering
efforts of the government of Ukraine and to improve
the SME environment and increase investment
attractiveness it is expected to create a Public
Owned Company for all industrial assets no longer
commercially viable and to restructured their
assets in terms of assets auction or transform them
in industrial parks for Ukrainian and international
investors and SME.
Industrial parks for small and medium enterprises,
which would have all necessary conditions for the
fast launch of business start-ups in manufacturing,
logistics, service spheres.
Entrepreneurial labs - local small space sites for
micro-businesses in the service sector and
information technology.
An important tool is the expansion of cluster
approach to the development of SMEs at regional
level. Creation of support programs for clusters
(concentrations in one place of a large number of
related companies that produce similar or related
commodities or services) should become the
institutional component of an efcient regional
policy for SME development. It is the preferred
approach to assess all industrial assets and
depending on location, present commercial
viability and potential for redevelopment in terms of
logistics hubs, industrial parks, or residential or
commercial center to realistically assess such site
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and their potential environmental liabilities and
develop each specically but all under one roof of a
national holding company competent and ready to
present such opportunities globally, ready to
benchmark success of such units and ready to sell
what is best to sell based on the commercial case
and pool funds for redevelopment and investment
in the site and to rent state assets on a national wide
transparent manner or to privatize them in a
transparent manner. Further more the conditions
under which SMEs, Ukrainian and International
investors should operate in such industrial parks
should be the same in all Ukraine and follow EU
practices in EU accession countries and be in line
with WTO and EU competition law and anti
subsidies regulation. It might be considered to
assess what is working in SEE and why and follow
the successful of the SEE transition and regional
economic development.
http://www.dtirz.com/setting-up-a-business/whyinvest/incentives/

Creation of the Ukraine Government EU
Ukrainian SME Portal
The Government of Ukraine will follow the best EU
practice and establish a SME portal based on the
EU SME Portal as the common information Internet
resource for entrepreneurs, including funding lines
of GoU and donors supporting SME in Ukraine and
aims to build an effective system of providing
practical business knowledge, skills and useful
information. Please nd the European Small
Business Por tal at http://ec.europa.eu/smallbusiness/index_en.htm
Such a portal will cooperate closely with the SME
sector information portals and interlink and crossreference and share databases in a modern and
transparent fashion. The state has to inform but can
do so and will do so with all relevant SME
information and public platform and with time it will
be clear which ones are more relevant and real
representativity and long term sustainability can be
secured between the state and the SME sector in
this critical element of information providing.

Please see one of the major platforms at
http://platforma-msb.org/ . There will be similar
from the Chamber of Commerce and others and so
it is critical to assess this and to ensure that
information access to wide, fair and easy and
complete and reaching all segments and sectors of
society and there should be a mechanism
developed for a PPP on information assembly and
distribution to keep SMEs in all aspects well
informed on opportunities, regulation and plans
and future regulation and tenders and changes in
tax and common platforms and activities like the EU
Ukrainian EU SME Week 2016.

Accounting rules for SMEs under EU
perspectives
The government of Ukraine will develop a develop
jointly with all SME stakeholders a way forwards
towards simpler rules of SME accounting more in
line with EU recommendation and nest practices of
SME accounting.
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/businessfriendly-environment/accounting_en The issue is
to keep accounting simple, focus on VAT collection
and encourage formality, incorporation and growth
and avoid burdens of bureaucracy but ensure that
SMEs have a effective instrument of cost control
and nancial information for their own business
and as well basis for nancing from banks and
others and ensure accounting is useful for
management and decision makers and not a tool
mainly for control of and by the state.
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/CO
UNTRIES/ECAEXT/EXTCENFINREPREF/0,,content
MDK:21462724~pagePK:64168427~piPK:641
68435~theSitePK:4152118,00.html
Improving the statistical information of SMEs
From 2017 the Government of Ukraine will
introduce new statistical indicators and analytical
methods that will allow bettering represent the state
and status of SME development in coordination
with the international donor community and the
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Ukrainian Agency for Statistic and the academic
community of Ukraine. The objective being to
ensure better information on the SME sector as
basis for a continued improvement of the impact of
policy making always taking in consideration not to
add further reporting requirement for the SME.
Such a new approach should be done in close
cooperation with donor funded economic research
institute like the IER and others to ensure to build on
the existing capacities and ensure good data on
SMEs as basis for good public policy for SMEs at
minimum compliance hassle for the SME itself.
http://www.ier.com.ua/les//publications/Special_
research/State_suppor t_SME_special_repor t_Q2
_2015.pdf

Aligning of the information collection on SMEs
and ensuring one ID for SMEs – e_Gov!
The existing disparity in tax and economic
legislation of the classication of enterprisers by
criteria of number of employees and revenues
requires coordination to ensure a coherent and
more efcient State policy on SMEs which
basically require a one number one stop shop egovernment effort of company registration, tax
agency and customs agency and the central bank
and the statistical agency of Ukraine to ensure good
and useful data on SMEs and ensure decent public
information gathering at minim efforts and costs
level for SMEs themselves and ensure good public
administration access in justied case based on
proportionality principle on SMEs. All this is best
established with clear and decent coordination
between the state institutions based on modern egovernment tool, a good central state data room
assisting and coordinating all e-government
services and avoid any island solution in IT hard of
software but effective coordination and support by
the state data center and the national state egovernment coordinator. This saves a lot of costs
for the state budget and is worth donor and state
investment to get it right from start and major effort
are ongoing in this sector but certainly the lack of

readiness to cooperate and the preference for small
little island and kingdoms is hard to overcome but
from SME a efcient state taking the interest of
SMEs in time, costs and data protection in due
consideration but is able to coordinate intra-state
effectively and provides its public services in
neutral manner is the positive infrastructure to do
business successful and provide jobs, growth and
prosperity for Ukraine. https://ukrstat.org/e and
h t t p : / / n c . d a - g o v. a d a m a n t . u a / a n d
http://irc.gov.ua/en/reestr_edr and please more on
http://data.gov.ua/ and the UNDP efforts in this key
sector at http://www.ua.undp.org/

Public Administration Proportionality and
Accountability – More powers and an
independent advocacy mandate for the SME
Ombudsman of Ukraine
SME require a responsive and reasonable and
equitable public administration not intervening into
the market but safeguarding the respect of the rules
from all market participants. In Ukraine harsh public
action of the administrant today are often instigated
by the competition having access to decision
makers in politics and administrant and so reducing
his competition by inspection, tax harassment and
other public interventions. As well the due process
of protest and having property rights respects and
doing no harm when not necessary and the
responsibility of the public actor for potential and
real losses on behalf of the SME by public action or
non action and all such action being biased on the
rule of law and as well being proportionate to the
situation encountered. This is a major effort for
Ukraine and a new culture of public administration
haze to be established in Ukraine on its way to
European standards. It is not enough to have good
EU style laws and regulation and to implement once
but the daily interpretation and handling of the
public authority in contact with SMEs, from police,
to customs and from market to tax to public health
and re inspectors to building inspection to road
police has to be proportionate to the situation based
on good law but on good judgment as well. Such a
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transformation is necessary and the Government
of Ukraine has undertaken tremendous efforts
already and is committed to transform the
administration culture of Ukraine. One key driver is
the digitalization of public administration and
wherever possible such effor ts have to be
supported from e-Taxation, e-Kataster, E-permits,
Digital construction permitting to registers on
licenses and access to public procure on all levels
including state owned companies and use similar
e-Government tools as in the Baltic countries to
improve the situation for SMEs in Ukraine.
Furthermore the excellent ofce of the SME
Ombudsman established in 2015 is already
delivering concrete results in terms of improving
and supporting the situation of SMEs and changing
the attitude of courts, public administration and the
tax and customs agencies. The is one of the
recommendations to this strategy to increase the
powers and authorities of this institution as well in
the public advocacy of changing the regulatory
environment for SME in Ukraine after the SME
advocacy mandate of the Small Business
Administration of the US Government.
https://boi.org.ua/en/about/legal-acts
In these aspects the Government of Ukraine is
especially proud that the former Minister of Finance
and the former EU Commissioner Algirdas Šemeta
is serving as Business Ombudsman in Ukraine. His
effor t and experience and commitment and
readiness to help are highly appreciated.
https://boi.org.ua/member/1 Now it is time to
implement the BOI recommendation and draw the
best conclusion from his ndings and the
complaints from the SME community. It is high
priority to follow up on all recommendations of the
SME Ombudsman of Ukraine as in his latest report
documented.
https://boi.org.ua/media/uploads/q2_2016/qrepo
rt_2_2016_eng.pdf
It is part of the recommendation to issue a Prime
Minister Order to appoint on SME contact person in
each and every state or public owned entity with the
clear task to report and improve and liaise with the
SME Ombudsman and the SME Agency and the
SME community and be par t of the SME

consultative process on a quarterly regular session
of the Council of Minister Council for SME and
Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurship and to appoint
a national coordinator for SME in the rank of Deputy
Prime Minister as EU SME Envoy and to notify the
DG GROWTH in that respect.
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/businessfriendly-environment/small-business-act/smeenvoys_de
Effective public services with and for SMEs with
modern PPP success stories
The Government of Ukraine is committed for
ensuring the public administration is ready and
understands which issues can be handled by the
private sector in cooperation or under concession
and where it is useful to allow the private sector to
participate in PPP models jointly on a transparent
partnership with the public and private sector.
There are many such example of the transport
sector of Austria or municipal services in the
Balkans including waste collection on municipality
level in Gjilan in the Republic of Kosovo to Energy
concession in Albania or the role of Automobile
clubs or the voluntary re brigades or others which
will make life much easier and help in many sector
to develop a modern way to provide public service
in Ukraine. There have been major donor efforts
already and there is a network of professionals
organized in Ukraine today. Please see the website
http://ppp-platform.org/?page_id=142&lang=en
still under construction but excellent platform and
to be supported. And a pipeline of all such project
should be developed online for all Ukraine in
cooperation with the donor community and
presented to the investing community. As well all
such PPP models should be promoted at EU
networking events like IME www.ime-europe.eu
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Organizing the UKRAINIAN EUROPEAN EU
SME Week as start of annual celebration of
UKRAINIAN EUROPEAN EU SME WEEK
It is recommended to celebrate the EU SME Week in
Ukraine and do this from 2016 onwards on yearly
basis under the new brand Ukrainian European EU
SME WEEK. It should be 5 major public
consultations during the EU Ukrainian SME Week
during October 2017 in 5 different forums one
focusing on the SME Stakeholders from all sectors,
one on all the State Actors, Agencies and
companies and one focusing on the donor
community, one on the regional development
actors and one on the civil society and academia
and each of them on one of the SME priority issues
SME Business Environment, SME Innovation and
Skills, SME Access to Finance, SME Tax and
Customs and SME Access to Markets. This should
be already par t of the major SME oriented
communication effort to build such a EU SME
consensus under the umbrella of Ukrainian
European EU SME WEEK a year long EU SME
Ukrainian joint activities like it was done in many
countries in EU accession countries of the SEE.
This should be the highlight of a whole cycle of SME
focused focus weeks starting with the Ukrainian
European Star t UP Week in February 2017,
http://startupeuropeweek.eu/ leading to the ESkills week to support Digitalization efforts and

transformation requirements
http://eskills4jobs.ec.europa.eu/ and than with the
Ukrainian European Vocational Skills Week in May
2017. Then in October the EU SME WEEK
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/support/smeweek_de and additional in the 3rd week of
November during the Global Entrepreneurship
Week http://gew.co/ with a focus on the 5
segments as dened during this concept paper all
to raise awareness on the sectors and segments of
SMEs and foster women entrepreneurship and the
gender and SME issues as a starting point for all
separated segments as to be dened in the
strategy. During the year all key sectors as dened
in the Road to growth should be motivated to
organize large SME sector forums in
Manufacturing, Tourism. Agriculture, Green
Economy and IT. In all these sector and segment
public outreach it should be clear to communicate
SMEs and SME as the overall arching public priority
and so contribute to a new public consensus of
SME as driver for jobs, growth and prosperity.
Please nd the you tube video of the Launch of the
Ukrainian European EU SME WEEK 2016 online in
English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFPH7kfUpk
A and Ukrainian
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Towards a new EU style SME Consultation
Culture for Ukraine
The Government of Ukraine will adopt the current
consultation structure at the Council of Minister
level called Council of Entrepreneurs into the
N at i on al C ou n c i l for S ME Poli c y an d
Entrepreneurship promotion of Ukraine. The
Council which has last met in 2015 November will
be then meeting quarterly starting from November
2016 with a consultation meeting for this strategy
and from the rst quarter 2017 onwards than
regularly and the Ministry and TA will prepare a
quarterly report for the implementation of this
strategy and so gradually the debate will be more
constructive, all stakeholders and topics will be
conclude and the SME policy will be successfully
implemented and the road towards a new culture of
public consultations for EU SME policy is clear.
Currently there are mainly individual efforts in
consultation led by donors and civil society as the
negative and confrontational experience of some
meeting has led to less enthusiasm of the public
authorities in terms of large scale consultation but
they are necessary to be inclusive and get the
whole society behind the reforms and reform all
sectors at the same time. Contrary to the business
world Government do not have the luxury of focus
but must work on all level and topic parallel and
such a process can all be successful if well
moderated and including all topic and convincing
everybody concerned that there is a clear
understanding of the situation, shared by all and
there are at least a clear way forwards on each
issues. Economic policy is always controversial,
there is no single way ahead in a democracy
anyhow but all topics, issues and interest need to
have the feeling that they are listened to and
understood. Please nd some of the input of recent
civil society consultation of excellent value for SME
policy online.
http://platforma-msb.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/strategy_prn_new.pdf

Towards a new EU SME Culture for Ukraine
Establishing a new culture for SME and
entrepreneurship will require as well a major
change in the mentality of SME owners,
entrepreneurs and employees and consumer. A
new drive to work along European lines and
demand European style services and quality and
insist on invoices and ensure that SME are run
based on real incomes, documents and with
taxation paid and not simple taken by force. It will
require as well a change of perceptive on medium
terms, investment as long terms engagement with
lower protability and high security and capital
reinvested in the company and a strong believe in
the common future and the development of Ukraine
on the way to the European Union. Such a new
culture has to be developed with all stakeholders
and from SME community and civil society and it
will require a common effort to achieve it. It will
require a change of the educational system, of the
Universities and the VET system and of the way
business if done in Ukraine. The Government of
Ukraine calls on all stakeholders to contribute to
such a mentality change based on long term
perspective of Ukraine success in transformation
to a European standards economy and being part
of the Internal Market of EU and so ensure that
population and SME community re-conventionalize
the way to invest and do business away from short
term quick x proteering with all possible short
cuts to serious and stable investments in providing
goods and services with a real consumer demand
and real value created. Such a culture will all to
attract capital into and capital back to Ukraine and it
will allow to successful combine all resources of
the country into a new development drive which will
bring prosperity to Ukraine and contribute
positively to European development as well. Now
with the door opened by the revolution of dignity
and the signing of the DCFTA and with the constant
crisis focusing minds and allowing such a window
of opportunity to changing Ukraine towards a
European economy and country we propose to
work along these 10 strategic priorities, segments
and sector during the next 3 years to ensure the
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SME community, jointly with the Government,
Public Sector and the general public systematic
ensure success for the SME based transformation
of Ukraine on way the to Europe.

A Holistic approach towards
Entrepreneurship learning and promotion:
Ukraine requires and overhaul of the way SME and
entrepreneurship is perceived and starting from the
schools to the Universities to allow for a new
approach on SME and entrepreneurship. A
separate Action Plan for Entrepreneurship Learning
has to be developed and implemented taken into
account these parameters and involve the whole
education sector led the Ministry of Education and
all sector from Universities to VET training center
especially in cooperation with the Chamber of
Commerce and the Chamber of Handicrafts of
Ukraine.
Teaching entrepreneurial skills and laying the
foundations for entrepreneurial culture should be
included to the curriculum for the whole structure
of education in Ukraine; providing of leadership to
the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine
and appointment of the authorized person of the
Ministry responsible for creation and operation of
an effective system of training on entrepreneurial
skills and competences development;
Life-long learning during the life cycle of the
program for SMEs during the nancial crisis
(improvement of organizational management) in
implementation of structural changes (changes in
manufacturing processes, new products'
development) or further professional development,
improving the strategic skills of decision making or
management;
Market development and improved access to
professional advisory services such as the
provision of market information, promotion and
improvement of manufacturing process,
improvement and implementation of quality

management systems, technology, management,
accounting, leadership, etc;
Conduction on a regular basis of SMEs weeks,
aiming to inform entrepreneurs about available
support opportunities, and encouraging working
population to entrepreneurship activities;
Promoting entrepreneurship among disadvantaged
social groups (internally displaced persons,
women); continuous monitoring of the most
vulnerable points in the development of its capacity
with the purpose to identify and eliminate them;
Giving a second chance to SMEs that experienced
bankruptcy, creating a positive attitude to providing
entrepreneurs a second chance by conducting
awareness-raising campaigns; improvement
provisions of the bankruptcy laws;
Suppor t for innovation in SMEs through
par ticipation in international programs of
innovation, including HORIZON 2020.

A new approach towards financial responsibility
alleviating access to finance
A new approach for such a culture of nancial
responsibility and access to nance require a
change of mentality of the SME owner towards
customers, tax agency and banking sector based
on honesty, full accounting and transparency of
nancial transaction. In a culture of cash,
informality and secrecy no serious business can
develop. Trust is essential in banking and
consumer relation and such a trust has to be based
not only on words but on facts, gures, published
balance sheet, credit bureaus, credit rating and
backed by working mechanism of contract
enforcement and payment enforcement back by
the court, Katatser and private and public bailiff.
Such a trustworthy and reliable relation between
SME, state and the nancial sector and its
customers and the consumer, a fully working cycle
of quality in services and reliability of payment is
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the basis for European style SME development and
is the basis of the Western economy system and all
stakeholders are called to contribute to that
development in Ukraine. Based on such an
approach the following measure will be
undertaken.
A new commitment from the SME stakeholder and
the SME sector to ensure better more accurate
nancial reporting
A new approach from the Government in terms of
taxation, accounting, inspections and controls and
tax system to incentives good reporting
A new common approach with the Central Bank
and the Banking and Insurance Sector to assess
risk and mitigate risk jointly with all stakeholders to
allow SME better access to the banking system
Jointly with the international IFIs and donor
community the Government of Ukraine will
evaluated the opportunity of developing SME credit
guarantee system based on EU models of SME
development and EU compatible through an
independent and reliable loan guarantee fund,
which will provide targeted assistance to existing
SMEs with reliable business plans and proven track
record; cooperation with commercial banks on the
development of mechanisms to guarantee
provision of credit to SMEs; improving the legal
regulation of transactions with credit guarantees,
development of optimal and transparent rules for
selection of candidates for granting the guarantees.
Developing and stimulate additional non banking
nance for SMEs like venture capital, investment
funds, factoring, purchase order nance, leasing,
business angels, credit unions, crowd-funding,
micro-nances and than ultimately the stock
market and thereby ensuring more private capital
for SME development
Encouraging of more active use of leasing services
by creating a favorable legislative framework;
development mechanism of subleasing; extension

of lease structures, development of guarantee
systems; reducing the cost of leasing aiming at
downsizing of nancial burden on participants of
the leasing operations;
Enhanced focus on investment project nance for
SMEs in such investment areas as new technical or
technological solutions, purchase of machinery
and equipment, expansion, adaptation and
modernization of manufacturing, commercial or
service facilities;
Facilitate access of start-ups in international
development programs
Encouraging of lending for export-oriented SME by
export guarantee systems
Adaptation of tendering conditions in public
procurement for broader the participation of SMEs
based on the new ProZorro Public Procurement for
SMEs
Suppor t for the introduction of International
Financial Reporting Standards for SMEs where
appropriate
Development of tools on nancial education for
micro and small enterprisers to assure broader
application of existing instruments and market
opportunities.
A new focus on improving nancial evaluation of
SMEs - there is a severe lack of skills among SME
owners to value their businesses and a lack of
experts from BSP community to support them
independently and concretely.
There is no market for SMEs. In the EU there is
innovation in peer lending, crowd lending, crowdequity. There is a vibrant IT community in Ukraine
which is developing such solutions to EU
customers so it should be considered to support
them by adopting the latest legal frameworks
Ukrainian KUB platform a SME nancing platform in
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Ukraine is a rst experiment, which should be
extended, and legal framework provided. There is
lot of capital in Ukraine, but no ways for it to reach
SMEs that need it, with banking system in tatters for
next 10 years at least and no stock market to speak
about
This would be as well a way to tap into the Diaspora
potential for funding SMEs in Ukraine – there are a
lot of Ukrainian nationals working in the EU
interested and can to invest / lend to Ukrainian
SMEs.
A new focus on the reform of the insurance market
in Ukraine in order to enable SMEs and all
economic actor to insure their risk including life,
health, property, mortgage, mobility, accidents, re
and risk involving agriculture, liabilities in
professionally action along European directive and
standards
A new focus that the insurance market provides all
such covers in reasonable, serious and reliable
manner and ensuring that the capital accumulated
in handled carefully and invested safely in Ukraine
assets in transparent manner
A new focus that insurance products are used
widely and enforces widely where their usage is
mandatory or should be mandatory in the future
and striving for ensuring that the mobility sector
and the property sector and the health related
sector risk are covered as widely as possible for
more safety, stability and long term thinking in
Ukraine and in Ukrainian SME community and the
society
Basically all people should be insured for accident
related health costs, all vehicles has a basis TPL, all
property a re insurance and all agriculture above
subsistence a basic insurance and all professional
service providers a liability cover on obligatory
manner while as same time the insurance sector is
brought to European standards and the Central
Bank to supervise this sector strictly.

These measure as above should build the case for
Ukraine to be integrated in the EU SEE SME Access
to Finance Funds especially the Western Balkan
Enterprise and Innovation Facility
http://www.wbedif.eu/about-wb-edif/
These measure should enable Ukraine to develop a
separate sub-startegy with the support of the DG
Growth and OECD to improve SME Access to
Finance
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/access-to-nance_de
The Government of Ukraine is appreciating the
considerable effort of the donor community in this
sector and would like to highlight the considerable
effor t ongoing from the EBRD in Ukraine
http://www.ebrd.com/news/2015/boostingsmes-access-to-nance-in-the-easternpartnership-.html
And as well draw attention on the considerable
recent and excellent academic research on this
topic and please nd one key study at
http://www.beratergruppeukraine.de/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2016/03/PP_02_2016_en.pdf
and as well the EIB study on the nancing needs of
SMEs in Ukraine. Such a new SME Access to
Finance Study should follow the same trajectory
like the EIB Assessment of SME Financing needs
for Kosovo
http://www.eib.org/attachments/efs/assessment_
of_nancing_needs_of_smes_kosovo_en.pdf
Access to international markets: SME and EU
Market Access
The historic achievement of the DCFTA EU Ukraine
is providing a major opportunity for Ukraine SMEs
and will foster prosperity and transform Ukraine
towards EU standards. It will be very benecial for
SMEs but it require work and investment in
upgrading to European standards in sector of
technical norms, quality infrastructure and product
standards and awareness to this changes has still
to be improved in the SME community of Ukraine.
A major effort in capacity building is required to
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ensure fast success and good preparation and as
well to avoid wide spread informality as answer to
new standards difcult to fulll if not timely
prepared and well advised. Here together with the
Association of Management Consultant and SME
stakeholders and international expert major effort
should be under taken to prepare the SME
community.
Ensuring Ukraine's membership in the program of
competitiveness of SMEs (COSME) and maximum
utilization of its oppor tunities for Ukrainian
businesses, such as the development of
mechanisms for nding international partners in
the framework of the Enterprise Europe Network
(EEN);
Complex use of all program components on
adaptation to the free trade area with the European
Union;
Development and implementation of nancial
support for exports, including credits, insurance
and guarantee;

international public procurement under the WTO
Agreement on Government Procurement.
Join CEFTA
SME and consumers for a green, clean and
sustainable economy based on SMEs
Ukraine is facing major challenges in the area of
environmental protection, responsible
management of natural resources and the major
environmental liability inherited from the Soviet
Union. All these will have to be assessed and
remedied in cooperation with the DG Environment
and the international donor community and partner
of Ukraine in a systematic manner. But such
challenges are as well major opportunities and in
cooperation with the SME sector a new approach
for the greener, cleaner and more sustainable
economic model has to be developed in the coming
years. This involves as well signicant business
opportunities from the recycling sector to PPP with
public authorities from the waste to the water
system as well the whole sector of renewable
energy, energy efciency, IT in public services
allowing fully individually accounting and pricing
for public services and so their more reliable and
target producing and consumption as well as for
regional development in many key SME sectors like
Tourism or the construction material sector.

Creation of specialized institutions to provide
nancial support to SMEs entering global markets:
a) export-credit agencies (ECA), whose main
objective is pre-export loans, short-term credits to
domestic importers, medium- and long-term
credits to foreign importers, project nancing,
nancial services; b) export insurance agency
(EIA), whose functional content will include
insurance, reinsurance and banking guarantee;

Development and implementation of a national
strategy for waste management, which will create
circular economy markets open to SMEs;

Establishing 8 trade missions to EU, Turkey, China,
Egypt, Poland, Germany and USA in 2017.

Support the development of eco-tourism and
alternative energy;

Promoting the internationalization of companies
through identifying investment opportunities in
emerging markets, training on readiness for
investment, par ticipation in national and
international exhibitions, services in the eld of
international marketing and trade;

Raising awareness on environmental standards
and principles of environmental management;

Facilitate the participation of Ukrainian SMEs in

Promoting the establishment of environmental and
bio products production, implementation of energy
efciency measures;
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Information provision and support of SMEs on
environmental requirements of Ukrainian and
European legislation;
Plan on access to international funds for nancing
environmentally oriented economic projects;
Encouraging the creation of ecological incentives
for the private nancial sector companies.
Please to go much more in detail the OECD has
published a guideline for Greening SME in Eastern
Partnership Countries at
https://www.oecd.org/environment/outreach/Gree
ning-SMEs-policy-manual-eng.pdf
As well the Government of Ukraine would like to
highlight the major leadership of the Swedish
Business Ofce in Ukraine to cluster green
technology in Ukraine.
www.swedishcleantech.in.ua
Other donors are called to work along such lines
and coordinate and complement such efforts.

A new approach towards SMEs and Land
Access in Ukraine
The way land and all aspects of it are regulated is
essential for SMEs in any country and given its
historic background especially for SMEs in
Ukraine. Land ownership for agriculture purposes
is the major issue in Ukraine and rightfully so.
Private land ownership secured by European style
Kataster system please nd the best practice of a
EU accession country in Macedonia with secured
ownership, complete transparency and digital
construction permitting process and online
visibility of ongoing construction process at
www.katastar.gov.mk as possible best practice.
This matters for investment of SME in business
locations, long term perspective of investments,
access to bank nance, trust in intercompany
relations and the land back debt collection system
as well as for the mining, agriculture and
construction industry.Land matters for agriculture
subsidies, for urban planning, for social housing

and for infrastructure and energy project and for
taxation. The SIDA backed introduction of land and
property tax in Kosovo might serve as best
practices for transformation countries
tatimineprone-rks.org/al/TAX . Such own
resources allow the municipalities to perform their
public authorities more efciently and focus minds
of decision maker on better land use for residential
and commercial purposes and well managed land
prepared for SME investment in commercial zones
with all necessary infrastructure is an additional
form to classical industrial parks which Ukraine has
so many well prepared to offer to Ukrainian and
International investors. Land is as well a key issues
when it comes to the use of public property, both
the option to rent public land or property or use
ofce building or managed work space like
Incubators or Start Up centers as well as when it
comes to privatization of public enterprises, often
as well with the focus to use the existing land
attached more productively and when it come to
access to public space like restaurants and coffee
shop in public pedestrian zones. It matters as well
in terms of protection of natural habitats and green
zone in natural protected areas for the tourism
industry and as well in terms what can still be
legally build for tourist and farming reasons in such
zone. Well managed and thoughtful Land
management for SMEs and from SME perspective
is essential for SMEs and for Ukraine and this
should be one of the constant and key pillars for
future SME development for Ukraine. A further key
element is the digitalization of construction permits
based on the Macedonian model implemented by
the Macedonian Association of Municipalities with
GIZ support. It was a major breakthrough now
rolled out on all Balkan countries and should be as
well rolled out in Ukraine to increase transparency
and reduce corruption and ensure investment is
facilitated in due time with minimum delays and
costs. Please nd the relevant website
https://www.gradeznadozvola.mk/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=%2f
Currently the property sector in Ukraine still faces
major challenges due to the specic history of full
scale collectivization in the 1930ies and the
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specic restitution policy after independence and
the introduction of a discriminatory Land Sales
Moratorium 15 years ago which 6 Million property
owners in Ukraine own the land which they
received after the fall of the Soviet Union but are
denied their right to sell it by the Parliament decision
on a moratorium of their basic human and property
rights. Most of them victims of communism and
the situations the result of Stalin collectivization in
the 1930 and the many terrible atrocities taking
place on Ukrainian land in the 20th century and so
the decision to divide the former state owned Mega
Farms and give it back to the people was justied
and justiable. This can in no way be said of the
decision of a Parliament in a democratic European
country to deny 6 Million people of their basic rights
to dispose of their property, which they own since a
generation. And the argument that this measure is
to protect them from poverty because they might
sell and then spend the result as they wish and so
not enjoy the present minimal renal income which
the agricultural corporate share with them using
their monopoly position and so saving the
investment costs for land banking and so being
highly protable and using the results to ensure
inuence to keep this highly discriminatory and
fully against EU understanding of human rights
scandalous moratorium in place for their own
commercial benets claiming public welfare as
objective. And so they are depriving mostly poor
and now aged former Kolchose employees and
now property owners of the right to sell and transfer
their property o the next generation. This is in no
way a decision justied and justiable in the
democratic European state on the way to EU
standards under the DCFTA and close to Visa
Liberalization and supported by European and
American tax payers funds directly and via the IMF
and to continue such a malpractice is in no way
justied and possible from a EU perspective and is
detrimental for the SME based rural and regional
development and the Government of Ukraine is
determined to end this moratorium and ensure full
proper ty right along European standards in
Ukraine. It is the biggest infringement of human
rights in Ukraine outside the occupied territories of

Crimea and Eastern Ukraine where as well major
injustice is occurring as part of the aggression and
major infringement of private property rights
happening on wide scale and all these cases
should be refer to the European Court for Human
Rights and Russia as member of the Council of
Europe be held accountable for such violations.
The Government of Ukraine fully understands it
obligations to protect and secure private property
rights for land owners in all parts of Ukraine non
matter of the current situation and is fully
committed to fulll all such obligations along best
European standards and is requesting support for
such effort from the international donor community
and a partner of Ukraine. Ukraine is committed for
improving its ranking in the international property
rights index signicantly over the next years under
this SME Strategy.
http://internationalpropertyrightsindex.org/country
?c=UKRAINE
Being on 115 of 128 countries and position 19 of
20 in Eastern Europe s in no way satisfactory.
It is the strategic objective for the Government of
Ukraine to follow the Serbia success in reforming
the key sector of construction permits under the
doing business ranking with the help of the Donor
community. The success of the GIZ implemented epermitting project in Serbia
https://ceop.apr.gov.rs/eregistrationportal/ and the
result of improving Serbia ranking by astonishing
116 now to position 36 is aspiring and it would
realize a lot of positive investments for Ukraine. The
Government calls on all stakeholders to focus
minds on this key sector. SME and Land Reform
essential for SME Access to Finance English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Av1e3IVLo Ukrainian
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QZ7r7HV0q
7o
A new approach towards SME and Access to
Capital
The way capital and investment, small, big,
Ukrainian or international is treated is essential for
the success or failure of SMEs. Interest rates, tax
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rates, security of investment, ability to transfer
prot, incentives to invest and the costs of factor
inputs and the way formality and accountability is
enforced and incentives is decisive for the
attractiveness as investment location. Often a
culture of secrecy leads to informality and high
risks translates again in high interest rates and high
informality leads the authorities to heavy tax
enforcement measure again leading to higher
informality and to break such a negative spiral
downwards is a challenge for policy makers. A
culture of public administration respectful of private
investment, careful to protects and secure it and
only intervening when necessary the security of a
framework of secure land ownership, easy and
swift contract enforcement mechanism backed by
courts, Kataster and the rule of law and a thoughtful
and reasonable tax policy and implementation
management based on latest e-taxation
oppor tunities including with incentives for
consumers and SMEs to comply with the system
and so increase registration, accounting and
formality and again with decent land register and
good supervision of the Central Bank and the
commercial banking sector in close cooperation
with an expanding and responsive insurance
market is the key for gradually improving of the
certainly conictions' relation of SME and the
banking system in Ukraine facing major distortions
in currency, interest rate and trust and a very heavy
handed tax implementation leading again to high
informality and cash holdings. To address this
systematically a regular separate multi stakeholder
dialogue on this Chapter is required with the
Banking, Insurance Industry and the Central bank
and the SME community and the GoU and Donor
community as central stakeholders and with a clear
mandate to gradually increase SME access to
nance, ensure Ukrainian SME protability,
incentives investment, ensure ight capital return
and put the system on a last growth trajectory
based a protable SME sector protable and
incentive to invest here in Ukraine. The SME sector
of Ukraine would benet as well clearly from a more
stable currency framework and now under DCFTA
Ukraine is moving closer the EU major efforts are

ongoing to align the Ukrainian currency system and
banking system with the ECB regulatory framework
and the Euro system. The EU and the ECB might not
allow a similar situation like with Montenegro and
Kosovo where the Euro is the only and unique
currency but a situation like in Albania in the last
decade to move towards widespread acceptance
of Euro in all major consumer items like property
and cars and a oating exchange on a predictable
level and a full integration to the Euro system with
no limits on transfers and currency exchange and
consumers allowed to hold currency account in
Euro, Dollar and Albanian currency and so defacto
fully liberalize and so stabiles the currency system
and so gradually rebuild trust and reliability in the
national currency while making clear that the
political commitment is the introduction of the
Europe once the criteria and time is there. As well
Ukraine will further integrate with the SEPA area
and join
http://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/index.cf
m/about-epc/the-european-payments-council/
Furthermore a new focus on reform of the capital
market along EU regulation should be undertaking
and the Ukrainian Stock Market www.ux.ua be
reformed in rules and procedures to ensure trust
from the investing public internationally and in
Ukraine is reestablished and it can serve its
function to provide capital for growth for the
Ukrainian corporate sector and ensure good and
transparent investment condition for the investing
public. A close cooperation with the Central
European Stock Exchange might be considered.
http://www.ceeseg.com/
A new approach SME and People- human
resources, employees and customers
People are central resource of a country and people
matter. It is individual SME owners, SME
employees and SME consumers and SME
supervisors and inspectors and regulators. The
mentality and education of SME owners and
managers matter as much as the education and
skills of the work force and the readiness to
consumers to buy Ukrainian products or
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international brands. The understanding of SMEs
by the individual having the authority to inspect
matters a lot. Therefore the need for a national SME
consensus for Ukraine where as well the inspector
and there will always be such inspector
understands that harvesting SMEs with threats and
nes is undercutting the society and the very
culture he and his and her family as well depend on.
The education, skill set, the knowledge of science
and technical understanding, work ethics and
regulation and the labor code, exibility of the labor
market, transparency of the market, and the attitude
of SME owners to expand their knowledge and
attitude as well the training of their employee matter
as much as the way labor is registered in terms of
pension, health, security, work related health and
safety measure, insurance system, the registration
of expat manager and foreign skilled labor the
ability to integrate migration and how difcult it is to
obtain a working and residence permit and how
open a society it to specic groups of foreigner and
minority or internally displaced people. EU SME
Policy is very much about the focus on the
individual his and her openness to ideas, curiosity,
readiness to cooperate with employee, business
partners and consumers. It needs to be carefully
analyzed how the incentives in a society like
Ukraine are to become SME owner – Entrepreneur
– take risks and to be rewarded or to stay
employed. How easy it is to register the rst
employee? To strike the right balance for
employment protection and creating major
obstacles for SME to start hiring staff and taking
major risks on board with signicant legal
obligations. Every European society and economy
strikes the balance between employment
protection and labor market exibility and
especially in the signicant segment of Small Start
up very differently and set the incentives different
but in general the more exible the labor market
especially in the start up and small SME segment
the high the chances of the SME to stay in
business, grow and move to the next stage of
development and not to stay in informality of a net
work of self employed. Ukraine has to nd its own
balance but the corporate world is rapidly changing

globally to more exibility and Ukraine needs to
rethink as well the way the state regulates the SME
labor relations with all the aspects from skills, tax,
security, openness to ensure it is not only low
wages to offer to the world because it is certainly
the ambition of Ukraine policy makers and its
consumers to allow higher wages levels in the for
coming future. This competitive advantage is less
advantageous in relation to Central Europe and so
labor market exibility is central to competitiveness
of Ukraine and ensuring SMEs nd the employee
they need in exible and timely manner and to
reduce unemployment and increase wage levels.
Labor market reform and reform of the social
services and their nancing and labor market
information system are a major effort but essential
for success of the EU SME based Ukraine.
A major new focus on skills training and VET
education and ensure that Ukraine is rated as well
under the PWC Young Workers Index in the coming
years and implements the recommendations.
http://www.pwc.co.uk/services/economicspolicy/insights/young-workers-index.html
The Government of Ukraine is committed to jointly
with the European Training Foundation
http://www.etf.europa.eu/web.nsf/pages/home
and the ILO http://www.ilo.org/global/lang-en/index.htm to develop an Action Plan under this
topic should be developed. The Government of
Ukraine will join as well the European Alliance for
Apprenticeship
http://www.etf.europa.eu/web.nsf/pages/ETF_par
tner_countries_join_European_Alliance_for_Appr
enticeships___EN And is committed to join the
European Vocational Skills Week
http://www.etf.europa.eu/web.nsf/pages/Vocation
al_Skills_Week_coming_soon_EN And join the
efforts of http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/ And join
the effor ts of the European Insurance and
Occupation Pension Agency
https://eiopa.europa.eu/ and other relevant
agencies of the EU in this key sector like the Agency
Safety and Health at Work for
https://osha.europa.eu/en and Agency for the
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living
and Working Conditions
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h t t p : / / w w w. e u r o f o u n d . e u r o p a . e u / T h e
Government of Ukraine is committed to regulate the
labor market in line with EU regulations to the extent
feasible in the current economic context.
The Government of Ukraine is as well considering
to change the system of pension and social
security sector reform and studies the model of EU
accession countries of SEE. In Kosovo for example
the pension system was transformed to a funded
system with 5% contribution form employer and
employee and no other social security charge as
charged in Kosovo for employers and employee
and all other related services are tax funded. Please
nd the like for the Pension system of Kosovo at
http://www.trusti.org/sq/ A similar funded system
would be very benecial for Ukraine and the
Ukraine labor market and ensure a long term
sustainable funded capitalized pension system for
Ukraine and its contributors and future pensioners.
In the eld of all insurance related issues like health,
accidents and liability and is all related services
which go beyond the basic welfare function of the
public authorities the Government of Ukraine will
work along the principle to ensure insurance cover
for everyone residing in Ukraine based on the
principle to provide insurance cover for health and
accident related risks for all residents and property
owners on the basis of the obligation to insure but
not on obligatory state social security for all
employees and on the basis of the obligation to buy
insurance and the Government of Ukraine will
assist the lower income brackets with providing
such insurance cover for them. The public policy
principle of the Government of Ukraine is that all
resident in Ukraine have a valid insurance cover for
health risk and pay into the funded pension system,
which will be established on an individual account
basis. This will allow to cancel the present
signicant high pension contribution of the part of
the formal employed sector which is a major
obstacle to registered employment and had led to a
major increase in the young workforce working as
consultants or in informality and so enjoying no
social protection while as well not contributing in
the present 4% tax for such consulting service
agreement. From the public policy perspective this

can only be tolerate for the sector of people under
the age of 30 as a incentive to entrepreneurship in
this sector and to as a measure to ght youth
unemployment but all other employees,
consultants service providers outside the
agriculture sector have to pay 10% of income tax,
and 10% of pension contribution which is shared
by employer or employee and VAT and ensure they
have a valid health insurance when economically
active in Ukraine. Otherwise this result in a major
subsidy for such a sector which often is the most
productive and can not be justied and the
government of Ukraine can as well not be
blackmailed with the famous otherwise we leave to
Poland from the IT industry. As well in Poland such
fees have to be paid and higher living costs have to
be earned rst. Above 30 years health insurance is
obligatory, pension and tax have to be paid on the
10% and VAT about the threshold has to be strictly
adhered to ensure Ukraine is working and is
working as well as a state with its public welfare
obligations for all.
It is recommended to join the European Vocational
Skills Week in 2017.
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&c
atId=1261
A new approach towards SME and Mobility
The mobility, meaning the mean a country
facilitates its transport infrastructure, regulates the
logistics industry and organizes mobility of goods
and people and nances and prices such mobility
and organizes it in a timely reliable and efcient
manner is essential par t of a good SMEs
environment and the 10th principle along which
Ukraine want to reorganize the way it does
business. If Ukraine want to be part of the central
European industrial supply chain manufacturing
car parts for the European Automotive industry and
repeating the Slovak success model under the
Dzurinda EU SME reform minded government of
the last decade the supply chain and the logistics
behind it have to be reliable and trustworthy. Cheap
is one part of the equation, but cheap of late or
cheap and sorry we could not deliver is simple not
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possible a second time or a reason why the
manufacturing stays in Slovak Republic. The same
principle is with long commuting times to ofces in
Central Kiev. Mobility matters. Speed, security and
reliability of transport matters - for goods and the
people and for SMEs - and so does well as the price
of such services. As well as the safety as nothing is
more expensive than losing lives useless in
accidents. A efcient well organized transport
logistics can as well have a cost reective price via
higher fees and road pricing as long as the
maintenance level and the reliability and safety level
justies such a price the consumer will be ready to
pay as well. As outlined the in chapter on
infrastructure Ukraine has key assets already but
much more is needed in a country of this size and
the neglect of the past and this mobility factors has
to be addressed from customs facilitation, to
physical bottleneck, road safety and road
maintenance and road pricing and education and
certicates of drivers and transport industry.
Markets depend on mobility, supply and demand
can not meet on the spot and as well in the age of eeverything things and SME owners, employees and
consumers have to meet to do business and goods
have to reach people and people their work places
and exports good their market in the most secure,
efcient and timely manner and the public and
private services behind it have to be priced in a
manner that it makes sense to produce such
services. Ukraine the largest country of Europe still
have major challenges in this sector and will require
major funding and this is a more reasonable
objective for major international and Ukrainian
public funds than reviving past industrial assets
beyond commercial reality. SME are the future of
Ukraine. They require decent mobility infrastructure
and this will be a major challenge for public funds,
International, European and Ukraine for the coming
decades. A major effort will be as well focused on
road and transpor t safety along European
guidelines and the membership of Ukraine
transitions in the European Transport Safety
Council. http://etsc.eu/about-us/members-andsponsors/ it is recommend to study the Austrian
PPP and POE models in cooperation with the

Austrian Insurance Association www.vvo.at and
the www.kfv.at for Road Safety and the Austrian
Automobile Club and Association of Volontary Fire
Fighter PPP.
SME Sectors and Segments - 10 key SME Focus
Sectors for Ukraine
EU SME policy is inclusive of all segments of
society with a special focus on women, youth, IDP
entrepreneurship and all sectors of economy with a
special focus on manufacturing, IT, Agriculture and
Tourism and will focus on releasing the internal
Ukrainian growth, creativity and innovation
potential and so jointly with active FDI promotion
and reasonable industrial policy no based on major
direct or indirect subsidies and smart regulation
from ex SU standards to EU standards and allowing
the freedom SME require while ensuring the
support of effective EU SME support instruments
like Regional SME policy, a national SME agency
and SME national consultative council and other
instruments as outlined in this strategy and used to
great success in many EU countries to the benet
of all society, again it is essential to understand
SME policy not as a small segment of close to
poverty level individuals but as the thriving element
of middle class entrepreneurs and SME comprising
together with their employees and their families
often as well contributing to the SME in daily effort
as the backbone of the whole society and as a
broad outreach effort to a new emerging middle
class meaning basically all the society and as a
counter position to state nanced industrial
development of Ukraine past.
A new SME consensus for Ukraine requires a new
image of SMEs which in the eye of decision makers
is often too much connected with small scale retail
kiosk based distribution instead of a thriving SME
sector based on manufacturing, tourism, service
and high technology. But as well many of the
richest SMEs have started small and from some
kiosk might come a big retailer like Billa has started
and from a small garage might be a new Apple. It is
not for the government to decide anyhow and but
there are many ways public authorities can foster
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certain sector without large scale subsidies or
major effort but leading and coalescing certain
sectors and allowing and encouraging such
development by standards public policy tools like
land access, good gover nance and the
implementation of decentralization and EU SME
policy. Many of these sectors as mentioned below
require and are worth a separate subsection but the
potential of who a EU SME Ukraine can look is
amazing and there are in all sector already major
success stories right now in Ukraine happening
and not just potential but real. And there will ourish
with the right policy mix meaning to talk positive
about, promote success stories, support export
potential, ensure sector septic public private SME
stakeholder outreach exercise and responsive
public policy on each of them and ensure suppor t
for sector industry associations and ensure
effective producer –consumer dialogue, build
cluster, regions, thematic and around major
industry actor and ensure positive dialogue
between stakeholder and all the many of the
sectors below will show signicant results. The
integration in the European value chain based on
the DCFTA and improved infrastructure, good
public policy with promotion of consumerproducer-dialogue, support with upgrading to EU
standards and a focus on these 10 priority sectors
and a responsive SME public private dialogue to
ensure that public policy removes obstacles in
timely manner where and when they occur will be
very effective. There is a assumption in Ukraine
SME means small informality and is more an
problem than an opportunity, something to be
talked about it to receive EU funding and support
and not really necessary, maybe good to take a
detailed and close look on the reality and the
opportunity for a successful SME sector European
style and in reality Ukraine is already on a very
promising trajectory. The GD growth works along
23 sectors
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors_en but for the
sake of clarity in the Ukrainian context and for the
sake of agreeing with all stakeholders on a clear
commitment to work along this strategy there are
10 sector which combine the most relevant SME

sector as listed below.
SME Segments and sector – a call for separate
sub-strategies for each segment and sector
It is essential to have a clear view on the various
segments of the SME sector and to analyses it
along the SME live cycle in which phase and for
which group which support shall be provided by
the donor community and the Government
authorities. There are many misconceptions which
need to be tackled and will require several sub
strategies to be developed to successful develop
the SMEs sector in Ukraine in cooperation with the
Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare and the
Ministr y for Regional Development. Most
impor tant is to understand that the major
Successful SMEs require and should receive most
concrete support in SME access to funding via soft
credits via commercial institutions. It is successful
SMEs, which will create signicant numbers of
additional employment with the right mechanism,
which will be outlined in the SME Access to Finance
section. But government and donor attention
should be focused in information, skills and training
an networking effort and concrete small scale and
small size but targeted SME mechanism to foster
Youth, Women, IDPs, Minorities, Rural Poor,
Employed, Start Up segments of the SME market
and to ensure entrepreneurship and concrete
results in making markets work for the poor,
ensuring regional diversity and included
disadvantaged groups in access to opportunity.
Signicant results will be delivered with the right
policy mix. In the context of systemic competition
this is critical and there is resistance to such an
effort but is has proven very successful in South
Eastern Europe and it will as well in Ukraine. In the
whole a separate strategy for Entrepreneurship
learning is under development and all the aspects
of the area between SMEs, Entrepreneurship Skills,
VET, life long learning and the combination of the
development of the labor market, the social
systems and regional development and the SME
strategy have to be combined and used in a positive
targeted manner. In this context is recommend to
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start with the Global Women Entrepreneurship
Week in Ukraine http://gew.co/. Certainly despite
theoretical gender equality there are major gender
issues despite a polite surface in the Ukrainian
reality and build a SME and Entrepreneurship
coalition will help the female entrepreneur and the
SME consensus and all other segments to raise
their voice in the public context. Further work on
Entrepreneurship along the GEM will be required.
http://www.gemconsortium.org/ to analyzes and
has data on all segments and to support all key
segments in their specic requirements in targeted
manner. SME policy is no social policy but a good
combination of SME policy can be very effective in
supporting the State objectives for general welfare
of all citizens and it might be that some decision
makers do not see such priorities right now but it is
effective, will be supported and is very concrete in
improving the live of many and raises the general
living standards for all. Major efforts have been
undertaken in Ukraine for IDP and SME and similar
effort will be required in this segment and similar
regional and otherwise disadvantage group to
enable them to earn their own income with their
own goods and services.
Sector 1. SME Manufacturing Automotive,
Airspace, Ski, Metal, Machine and systematic
integration of Ukraine in the European
Industrial Value Chain
Especially in western Ukraine the central European
manufacturing industry focusing on automotive
parts has started signicant investments. Austrian
companies produces ski and simple household
equipment, simple but successful and the
combination of the DCFTA and the devaluation has
created new opportunities for integration of Ukraine
in the European supply chain and manufacturing
outsourcing. This is very much a promising sector
with substantial growth potential. Please allow here
the stress on the Defense sector as a key pillar of
the SME manufacturing in Ukraine and the recent
SME forum help by the State Defense Agency
http://ukroboronprom.com.ua/uk/media/ukroboro
nprom-doluchaye-malyj-ta-serednij-biznes-

oboronno-promyslovogo-kompleksu
-ukrayiny.html and best example of the Automotive
SME manufacturing in Ukraine happening now in
the Industrial Park of Bila Tserkva http://ipbt.com/en/why_uk/
Sector 2. SME Tourism and Accommodation
and Gastronomy and turning Ukraine into a
more SME and consumer and customer friendly
country for all and in all regions
This sector is starting already to develop but its
transformational potential is only starting to be
discovered in Ukraine and its region. The potential
is amazing given the landscape beautiful cities and
coastal and mountain tourism Ukraine has and a
specic focus has to be given on cultural heritage,
its preservation and marketing potential for tourism
and tourism in itself to be part of the wider nation
branding activities to use tourism for nation
branding and ensure nation branding is promoting
tourism as this is the best example how to start an
SME, enter the market move upscale and develop
market experience and consumer condence and
as well this sector help spreading proposer to the
regions and as well has a strong employment
potential. Tourism and all its related professions
and segments is a considerable sector and will
transform not just the regions but as well the
communication and service culture of Ukraine and
should receive considerable focus in SME and
regional development in the coming years and will
be a most helpful sector for the common effort for
EU Ukrainian SME policy. SME and Tourism 2017A National Priority for Development of Ukraine
Tourism as a key factor for development of small
and medium business in Ukraine. UCMC,
5.12.2016 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnwgNplYB
XU
Ukrainian
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLLWp7DvO
Fs
Rehabilitation of Cultural Heritage and Marketing of
Assets in this sector
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Ensuring such Cultural Heritage combined with
Country branding efforts
Clear Segments and Sectors dened both in terms
on incoming tourisms
Special focus on peripheral regions
A new service culture in the tourism industry
A special focus on female employment in tourism
sector
Please see the Association for Employers in
Tourism http://frtu.org.ua/
Sector 3. SME Agriculture and food processing
and releasing the agriculture potential of
Ukraine into the fully integrated regional and
SME development EU style sustainable
development framework
Agriculture is a major sector in Ukraine already but
still dominated by major conglomerates and there
should be a specic effort to foster SME farming in
Ukraine and to ensure this opportunity is based on
EU SME and EU Region and Sustainable Farming
concepts. There is a balance to strike between
maximizing output and securing sustainable rural
development and regional development along
European lines. Having only corporate farming in
Ukraine and no real SME farming in the meaning of
the land owning farmer and his family working his
own land would not be the desired result and policy
makers should ensure a result where both large
scale farming and SME farming can go hand in
hand and both work along EU lines of agriculture
and regional development regulation. The ongoing
decentralization effort should as well lead to a new
development phase of the Ukrainian regional and a
new focus on SME farming, SME in the agro
processing, SME in rural services and SME in rural
construction and farming along up market bioproducts and agricultural brands. And for sure to
end the discriminatory moratorium on land sales
and allow property owners to sell and SME farmer

to buy agricultural land freely. But there may be
some public interest consideration in terms of
specic area like mountains, ski resor t or
environmental protected areas and the government
of Ukraine is committed to EU compatible
regulation of land transaction for agricultural land
anticipating EU internal market regulation and Free
movement of Capital and Public interest
considerations follow the end of the immediate end
of the land sales moratorium once negative effects
accumulate in certain areas. In the EU member
states there are many restrictions and public
interest consideration on agricultural land and land
in touristic area from France to Tyrol many systems
along EU compatible and possible as well along
lines which in the future might be contested but in
no way a general sales interdiction can exist under
EU law exist and can be justied. Yes it can be
restricted in some area and segment and as in
Austrian a property purchase commission on
municipal level would be as well the best solution in
Ukraine undergoing decentralization right now and
so empowerment of the Mayors and developing
such commissions along EU lines might be the best
tool but always taking into consideration
transparency and accountability and best egovernment tools as well for such processes to
avoid new bottlenecks and corruption drivers like in
the area of building permits. But in general the
municipal level is the right level and then there can
be legal complaints mechanism foreseen. But in
general we have freedom of movement of capital in
EU and property investment is part of it and
consideration of restrictions have to be very well
justied in terms of public interest consideration
and no general fully discriminatory and unjustied
interdiction can be considered under EU
perspective. As well the happy argument of let us
just wait one more year why hurry we will prepare
best EU style regulation next year is not serious
after 15 years of moratorium and the major backlog
of reform items waiting the Parliament of Ukraine
right now. It is best to end now, see the effect and
decided which are not desired in the real world and
so gradually regulate the sector as the issues
arises. Ukraine is not Tyrol. The agriculture lands
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might be around 350.000 km2 or more and the idea
that it all changes hand tomorrow and all is then
owned by Kuwaiti funds tomorrow seems simple
ludicrous and even it would happen the effect for
the Ukrainian citizens and economy and
geostrategic economic integration would simple
only positive in all conceivable matters. It is always
very risky to invest in property in foreign countries
and the risk is always on the investor and if prices
then raise so much the better for the property
owners, which in any case will always, be most
Ukrainians as in any country in the world. In
general the agricultural sector will be the sector
most beneting from EU style regulation and
support mechanism for regional development,
standards in all aspects from regional development
agricultural marketing mechanism and services
and nancing mechanism for the SME and
agriculture sector. Certainly there will be major
changes and they are happening already and the EU
and Ukraine and all its partners and friends are
working along the lines outlined http://apdukraine.de/de/ and please nd more on the website
of the Ministry of Agriculture
http://minagro.gov.ua/en/node/15990 and please
see as major UNIDO led project for energy
efciency in the agriculture sector of Ukraine.
http://www.reee.org.ua/en/ and http://ucab.ua/en/
Sector 4. SME Industry, Metals, Mining, Energy
and Construction materials and allowing SME
transparent access and reasonable market and
network access condition for the abundant
natural resources of Ukraine
Instead of large scale industrial policy resulting in
major state subsidies hard to realize in today
difcult scal situation and dreaming past Soviet
dreams the policy should be to focus on what can
be saved from the industrial assets. What is
protable can continue, what needs minimal
subsidies can be eventually sold, the rest should be
analyzed what be realistically sold and what is
mainly a proper ty asset and potential
environmental liability. The real assets are the
competence or the management and the technical

and marketing skills of the experts involved and
there could be signicant spins of news SMEs
based on these experiences with the right measure
of suppor t. This together with transparent
tendering of mining concession could develop into
a vibrant sector of light metal and construction
material industry. The state industry which have to
be kept should be bundled in a state industrial asset
holding with decent management with corporate
governance rules required local subcontracting in
transparent and decent manner and such industrial
assets to serve as well a hubs for industrial
development of the thriving SME sector. This can
be potentially a very successful sector but the
relevant public support should better focus on
foundation focusing on retraining and support for
support SME entrepreneurship
http://www.stahlstiftung.at/ and the decline, fall
and reemergence of the Austrian industrial heart of
Upper Austria might be a useful example for how to
turn old style loss generating industrial giants into
thriving SME sector not as big but for the long term
creating values for a lot of employees and the
region. Mining, light industry and construction
material will certainly be very successful and
should receive attention but the industrial future of
Ukraine will be SME based. Major work has been
done in the area of construction material
http://www.recpc.kpi.ua/en/projects-en/eapgreen/project-in-ukraine and has been quoted in
other part of this strategy already as well with
energy and industrial aspects of the economic
development of Ukraine.
Sector 5. SME IT, Outscoring Services and suing
the IT potential of Ukraine as a
transformational leverage for all Ukrainian
industry, SME and service sector including the
government itself
This is already a well-developed sector and
producing concrete results. Possible major donor
led support was devoted already into this sector but
never the less this should be again promoted and
supported as a source of growth for SME in
Ukraine. As well a donor led drive for digitalization
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of all SME under the e-SME agenda with vouchers
and small scale donor supported mini projects to
ensure virtually all SMEs and online would be one
of the initiatives as well as the current major egovernment drive of the Government of Ukraine to
bring all SME related services from taxation to
procurement to all other relevant support and
ser vice function online and sue latest IT
technologies for public services and public utilities
and the efcient market regulation and supervision
will be very benecial for the SME IT sector of
Ukraine which is not just a vital SME sector in itself
but as well a vital leverage for all other sectors of the
Ukraine SME sector and economy.
Sector 6. SME Textile, Shoe Leather, Fashion
Textile will be a major driver of SME development in
all segments and deserves a specic action plan.
The sector is of special important to female
employment in all sectors of the value chain from
simple outsourced manufacturing to top-level
fashion. Given the competitiveness level after the
devaluation and close logistics and the low costs in
Ukraine this sector has major especially to alleviate
regional pover ty in the strategic female
employment sector and should be given a special
focus.
Sector 7. SME Health, Medical, Pharmacy
Health will be a major driver of SME development in
all segments and deserves a specic action plan
and jointly with the Medical and Pharmacy sector
will be major sector of SME development in Ukraine
in coming years. Production of pharmaceuticals as
well as training of health service staff as well a
addressing the health service provision crisis will
be a major sector in Ukraine as in all European
economies. As well the health, spa and tourism and
medical tourism aspects have to be considered as
part of such a potential major market segment for
SMEs.

Sector 8. SME and Construction sector
The construction sector and its regulation in terms
of VAT for new sold property, access to property
nance via European style mortgage regulation and
reduction of informality and access to urban
construction land and digital construction permit is
in itself a major and important sector with major
and lasting potential. A separate sector strategy is
required for this key sector covering the housing
needs and the supply of new residence for the
Ukraine population and a key sector of investment
of the Ukrainian middle class and a key sector for
employment and prosperity and a key sector for
many laundering, corruption and informality. A
specic action plan to release the investment and
growth potential of this sector in coordination with
the central bank and the banking industry is
required to ensure this sector is formalized, well
funded, successful and reasonable and providing
the investment vehicles and residence requirement
for the emerging Ukrainian middle class in EU
regulatory framework. A special focus should be
given to attract international investor in the Ukraine
proper ty market both from the international
investor community as well to tap into the growing
pool of capital accumulated from the growing
Ukrainian Diaspora community. Therefore special
provision should be made to ease the access to the
market, ensure that non residential property owner
are not discriminated, property taxation is easily
and clear and online handled by regional
authorities, online Kataster and easy access based
on the Macedonian model should be a priority. The
experience of the SEE accession shows that the
continued migration patter can be compensated by
Diaspora remittances into the property sector if
sufciently interesting and so ensures a constant
pool of capital for the contribution industry and
supply of rental property for the residential market.
Similar measure can be undertaken to stimulate
expatriate property buying and as well to offer
investment condition for property buyers to receive
permanent resident status in Ukraine above a
investment threshold and so to tap especially the
Asian and Middle Eastern investors markets and
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their investing upper middle class interested in a
save location with European perspective and
market and logistic access.
Sector 9. SME and Transport, retails, logistics
The transport, logistics and retail industry is a
major driver of SME development in all segments
and deserves a specic action plan. In a country of
the size and geo-strategic position of Ukraine with
the Black Sea Dnipro and Railway and Motor
crossing between EU, Russia and Asia and Turkey
this sector deserves major attention and in all terms
of EU regulation and market access and
certication and customs facilitation and the
transport industry will be a major driver of growth
for Ukraine's SME and a service sector to all SME
segments and sector.
Sector 10. SME Multi-Media, Music, Movie
Making & Creative & Culture Industry
Media and Movie will be a major driver of SME
development in all segments and deserves a
specic action plan and will be a key sector for the
urban SME development scene in the coming
years. Based in the right regulation framework and
successful embedded in a country of Ukraine
potential this sector can as well be a vital pillar of a
major international digital soft diplomacy remake of
the perception of Ukraine in international media and
in European public. Ukraine has all the assets,
charm and people to welcome the world and
convince the world of Ukraine's contribution to it
that this sector focus will be very successful as it is
major driver in many European economies today.
Segement 1 SME and Women – Female
Entrepreneurship
Gender as cross cutting transformation leverage
for increasing participation and equal opportunities
across regions and inclusive of all segments of
society. A separate effort will be undertaken to
analyze the situation of women as SME owners,
gender aspects of employment law and gender

economics in general. As it is still a topic in the EU it
certainly is still a topic here in Ukraine and as well
the whole potential of the gender analyses to
ensure better public policy from budgeting to
regional development to analyzing the labor market
and ensure maximum inclusivity are major topics
and will be very benecial for the Ukrainian society
on its way to the EU and a sharp contrast to Eastern
role model of the past. A separate action plan will be
developed on this central transformation segment
of the SME Strategy focusing on labor market,
exibility, child care, SME ownership, gender
aspects in SME organization, family owner
companies, female entrepreneurship, specic
sector from creative industry, fashion and tourism
to the breaking the digital divide in IT and Finance.
For the Women Entrepreneurship please nd the
Global Week each 3rd week of November
http://gew.co/. and please nd the following global
initiative Girls in ICT at http://girlsinict.org/ and for
further reading
http://centreforgendereconomics.org/
Segment 2 Start Up Support System and Start
Up Mentality and Infrastructure
The Government of Ukraine is committed to a new
SME Entrepreneurship start up culture. In the
present times of scal and strategic challenges no
public funds can be used but major effort will be
undertaken to make starting a business easy and
simple and ensure support and service and advice
is available and a general culture of pro SME pro
entrepreneurship and pro start up is created and
supported in public c and by public authorities and
public administration. As well the Government of
Ukraine appreciate donor focus on
entrepreneurship training, skills and SME
education and the fostering of a general pro SME
and pro Entrepreneurship culture in Ukraine. There
are many positive example in the EU to foster start
up culture and some are online at
http://www.austrianstartups.com/services/startu
p-package/ and the major IT start up event at
https://pioneers.io/festival2016/ and or the major
and signicant start up package of the Austrian
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government at
http://www.bmwfw.gv.at/Wirtschaftspolitik/Stand
or tpolitik/Seiten/Star t-up-Paket-st%C3%A4rktGr%C3%BCnderland-%C3%96sterreich.aspx as
part of the Austrian location and competitiveness
reform package.
Segment 3 Making markets work for the poor
M4P for Ukrainian regions
The government of Ukraine and its international
partners will develop a detailed analysis in specic
sector like IDPs, regional pover ty, specic
disadvantaged groups and where, who and why
and how specic SME and entrepreneurship
support mechanism can be deployed to ensure
they can nd employment and entrepreneurship
oppor tunities and provide and design the
framework for a successful implementation of
such a agenda along the M4P principle, making
market work for the poor as successfully rolled out
in many of the countries of South Eastern Europe.
This will be very effective and benecial and part of
the major effort of regional development and EU
SME policy. Please nd the principle outlined at
https://www.shareweb.ch/site/EI/Pages/eiHowTo/
how-to-ei-home.aspx and at
http://www.enterprisedevelopment.org/implementing-psd/marketsystems/
Segment 4 New focus on IDP and
Entrepreneurship and Supporting Property
Restitution & Supervised Exchange
Mechanisms
The conict in Eastern Ukraine and the occupation
of Crimea has resulted in major migration and it is
estimated that more than a million and possible
signicant more IDP are now in Ukraine. Major
effort by the authorities and the international
partners and donors of Ukraine have contributed to
mitigate some of precarious immediate situation in
terms of shelter and food and the internal solidarity
of Ukrainian families and friends has contributed as
have key entrepreneurship related programs as

many of the people being expelled or having to ee
the most industrialized part of Ukraine had good
engineering, business and technical skill which
offer them and new basis in a new life that might be
as well a long term new reality. One way to help
would be to develop a international supervised and
managed mechanism and institution to ensure
property related exchange or access to property
and the possibility to transfer, sell or exchange in
reasonable and supervised mechanism. Assets
without the access to it loose signicant value and
maybe the frozen capital would a starting point in a
new SME phase. In Kosovo the international
community has set up the Kosovo Property Agency
http://www.kpaonline.org/ and despite not being
perfect it has helped a lot of people to access their
asset and then decide on it and either rent it or sell it
and in any post war context a similar mechanism is
required to ensure the private property right of all
people from both sides are as much respected as
still possible despite the major injustice occurred
and so to ensure all side to have a new legal and
nancial basis however less it is than before but at
least there is a basis for a new phase to start. Such
a international mechanism would be very helpful as
well in the case of Eastern Ukraine and Crimea at
least to allow effect property owners no matter
which ethnic or religious or citizens to register their
claims and develop a database on future legal
complaints in the Human rights court of the Council
of Europe with both Russia and Ukraine adhere to
and are obliged to respect and implement. Neither
the Government of Ukraine nor the international
community can and will let the private property
owners in the conict and occupied zones of
Ukraine alone and there clear legal processes and
there will be a clear mechanism to deal such claims
and assist enforcement and due process.
Segment 5 SME and Entrepreneurship of
Minorities
Ukraine is a proud of its diversity and has a
multitude of ethnic groups contributing to this
culture and economy with their traditions,
networks, Diaspora and bilateral cooperation
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platform and the Government of Ukraine will work
with the Bilateral Chamber of all such friendly
nations in the FDI and Export promotion council but
will develop as specic action program with such
of the donor community to ensure that there are
entrepreneurship support g=program in place for
all minorities present in Ukraine.
A new approach to support, organize and
encourage European level Business Service
Provisions and organize them, develop their
capacity and ensure their SME focus
To achieve the objective of the SME strategy the
government of Ukraine is committed to improve the
level of business service provision in Ukraine along
EU best practices and is calling the donor
community to focus on SME service providers as
key agents of change and transformation for the
SME community. From export promotion to
certication to quality standards to nancial
consulting to legal and accounting advise to
assistance with internationalization and IT to
insurance to all other sector BSP are essential to
bring the SME sectors to European standards.
Focus should be on instruments and mechanisms
of direct impact like implementing nation-wide
voucher schemes for SMEs and for energy
efciency and for e-SME and digitalization grants,
for export certication and for SME access to
nance opportunities and support along the EBRD
BAS and SBS program, jointly with the insurance
and banking sector and as well in all segments like
support for agricultural investments or tourism and
regional development and as well SME vocational
education vouchers should be a priority. In fact all
sectors where SMEs owners can see the real
benets and have real needs and so to create a
success narrative of public SMEs and their support
services and public policy actually helping real
SMEs crating jobs, growth prosperity.
Furthermore to support a business CMC certied
consulting association of business advisors similar
like the Kosovo success story of http://www.bccks.org/ along the CMC standards
http://www.icmci.org/cmc-standards

A major focus as a transformation leverage to the
SME community should be put with the help of the
donor community on SME services community
including accounting, lawyer, notary, management
consultants, nancial evaluation exper t, IT
consultants and export adviser and quality expert
and consulting engineers and technical experts and
all well organized and invited to public call for the
Voucher system and consulted on these aspects in
quarterly round table on the progress of the VCTS
system implementation –please see the Voucher
Counseling System of ADA and SDC in Kosovo MTI
h t t p : / / w w w. m t i - k s . o r g / e n - u s / Vo u c h e rCounselling-Scheme and the SBS of EBRD
h t t p : / / w w w. e b r d . c o m / s m a l l - b u s i n e s s support.html and the main leaet of EBRD at
le:///Users/applestore/Downloads/english-a5client-booklet-map-Ukraine-REF-Jul16.pdf
In Ukraine there is already a CMC Consultant
Association, which should be further supported
and assisted and developed along European lines.
http://www.imc-ukraine.com/
A major focus should be given from the regulatory
frame work to the Notary profession to ensure that
practically all regulatory affairs in terms of
property, inheritance, company formation and
reorganization and purchase and sales and taxation
can as well be done via the public notary in case the
client decided so and the public notary should be
allowed to perform all such functions and basically
there should be no need for a SME to go to any
public administration but work via notary public in
all manner the SME decided so.The Ukrainian
notary http://npu.in.ua/en/about-the-notarychamber-of-ukraine#.WB-IbSN96_U should be
reformed along the lines of http://www.notaries-ofeurope.eu/les/position-papers/2014/e-Justice06-06-14-nal-en.pdf
SME Stakeholder representativity and support
for Business organization
The Government of Ukraine is committed to a
permanent dialogue and a responsive public policy
making with the SME and Business Sector of
Ukraine and all key stakeholders but recognizes
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that are major issues in sustainability and
representativity of SME and business organization
and proposes to work along European lines with the
business community for the long term to develop
and improve sustainability and representativity. In
the EU there is the Social Dialogue of the EU and the
are only the most important and representative
Business organization like the one who are member
in BusinessEurope
https://www.businesseurope.eu/, Chamber of
Commerce http://www.eurochambres.eu and SME
– UEAPME http://www.ueapme.com/. All accepted
in these EU umbrella will be as well accepted in
such a EU style Social Dialogue with the Trade
Unions and the Government and the Government
will advocate for a EU funding for them.
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=479&l
angId=en Furthermore in the case of Ukraine the
organization representing FDI in Ukraine the EBA
should be represented
http://www.eba.com.ua/en/about-eba The
Amcham Ukraine might have a special status as
well but the bilateral chambers like
http://www.chamber.ua/ will be invited to the FDI
and Export Promotion council under the MFA and
MoEDT and the sector organization like the
exporters will be organized like up to now at
http://www.ukrexport.gov.ua/eng/assn/ukr/2866.
html and the SME sector association will be
consulted in sector dialogue with the respective
Ministry and agencies in sector focused Dialogue
forums. The GoU encourages suppor t like
http://www.ua.undp.org/content/ukraine/en/home
/operations/projects/poverty_reduction/strengthe
ning-small-and-medium-enterprises-businessmembership-o.html
As Ukraine is a big country with various interest and
a complexity of business organization it is
important to ensure good coordination and clarity
in tasks and to communicate in the Public Private
Dialogue with the SME sector, the Business,
Employers and Industrialist and the Chambers and
Business Clubs, Regional and Sector organization
and Bilateral Chambers and Association of
Business Service Providers in a clear and justied
and segmented manner. On the Nation level in the

so called Ukrainian National Economic and Social
Council following the EU Social Dialogue the main
and most representative business organizations of
Ukraine with a EU afliation and acceptance should
be included and will be invited by the Government
and regulator y measures will be draf ted
accordingly. There will be 5 such organizations in
the case of Ukraine www.ucci.org.ua as member of
http://www.eurochambres.eu/Content/Default.asp
The Ukrainian League of Industrialist and
Entrepreneurs http://uspp.ua/en/about-ulie/ as
contact partner of
https://www.businesseurope.eu/members and the
Handicraft Chamber of Ukraine www.ukrrp.org as
contact partner of UEAPME
http://www.ueapme.com/ and the European
Business Association of Ukraine
http://www.eba.com.ua/ and the American
Chamber of Ukraine http://www.chamber.ua/ .
These organization have the capacity and standing
to contribute to the national policy making on
sustainable basis and have the representativity for
the national social dialogue and will by their EU
afliation and the American and European support
improve their credibility and will be the central
partners in economic and social policy making
from the Government of Ukraine in national
economic discussion via the Ukrainian Social
Dialogue.
All bilateral Chambers of Commerce accredited in
Ukraine and the Government is encouraging such
effort in organizing the business community of
countries support and cooperating with Ukraine
will be invited to the National Council of FDI and
Export Promotion on quarterly basis jointly with the
5 major business association. The focus on this
Council will be FDI promotion and Export and
bilateral trade improvement.
The Government of Ukraine will establish sector
economic and social dialogue with sector business
associations like Tourism www.frtu.org.ua in all
10-priority areas developed in this strategy and
later after 2020 work along the 23 sectors as the EU
DG Growth.
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors_en And work
with the business association of each sector on
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sector specic priorities and reform agenda.
All other business representative organizations will
be invited to national consultation in the Council of
Entrepreneurs and SMEs as well be Think Tanks,
Economic Research Institutes and Business Clubs,
Advocacy and others. This will be the main council
for supporting the implementation of the EU SME
Strategy and will be inclusive open and an active
driver of economic reform and the Government of
Ukraine encourages all contribution and an active
public policy dialogue with all organization of the
private sector.

http://ucab.ua/en/pro_ukab/ucab_expert_board
And the association for quality infrastructure and
certication and ISO of Ukraine
http://www.uaq.org.ua/index.php/en/ and the
association for PPP experts and consultants
http://ppp-platform.org of Ukraine. European
Standards for Business Environment and Business
Services. UCMC, 28.11.2016 English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xfKeI4TJD
w Ukrainian
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7NM0aFxd
1M

European standards in Business Service
Provision for Ukraine

Combining Ukrainian urgent priorities

The government will as well encourage the
development and coordination of the Business
Service Sector for the SME sector and will invite all
such service sector organizations and profession
to the National Council of BSP for SME and will
include and invite explicitly the National
Association of Banks http://nabu.ua/en/,
Insurance,
http://uainsur.com/en/liga/diyalnist/international/
the Association of Micronance if it exist or
encourages the establishment of one based on
https://www.micronancegateway.org/country/uk
raine and the Chamber of Notary http://npu.in.ua/
and the Association of Lawyer of Ukraine
http://uba.ua/eng/ and the association of CMC
Consultants of Ukraine http://cmc-ukraine.com in
cooperation with
http://www.icmci.org/?page=17659258 and the
association of National Association of Regional
Development Agencies (NARDA) Support Network
www.eru.org.ua to be updated.
And the Chamber of Accountants of Ukraine
http://www.ac-rada.gov.ua/control/main/en/index
and the association of proper ty evaluators
http://www.asbou.com.ua/ and the association of
Geodesy http://ukrgeo.org/ and the Chamber of
Architects of Ukraine http://www.nsau.org/ and the
Association of Consulting Engineers
http://www.aecu.org.ua/ and as well sector
specic expert groups like

Ukraine in 2016 is at war, partly occupied and after
the predatory regime 2010 to Feb 2014 under
enormous pressure as state and economy facing
major scal constraints, devaluation and is under a
historic transformational challenge. A EU SME
strategy for Ukraine now in 2016 as to combine this
national reform effort the anticipate and in parallel
start the same reform effort like the EU SME policy
and community faces today inside the Internal
market of the EU. It is therefore essential to
combine this efforts and this strategy will focus on
the key transformational challenges for Ukraine in
the short term as transformational challenges and
the 10 major sector and reform drivers foreseen in
the EU SBA and so prepare for fast track adoption of
all EU standards as foresee in the historic DCFTA
EU Ukraine which constitute a major opportunity
for Ukraine and its SME but requires major
adoptions still in terms of technical standards,
market regulation and EU harmonization efforts
and the short term Ukrainian major areas of reform
focus like competition policy, anti corrupting,
infrastructure and other with these no SME policy
can pass the test of stakeholders as these are the
immediate concerns of the SME sector and all
citizens and the are major obstacles for SME and
development which inside the EU are mainly
already achieved or at least of instruments and
measures in place public policy can design.
Corruption and Competition and Subsidies and
informality are major issues as well in EU but there
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are all instruments in place and the constant
struggle against crime and abuse is happening but
these institutions in Ukraine are still weak or under
development and need major attention right now
and so the SME strategy 2016 has to tackle both
the SBA 10 principles as well as the 10 major
strategy priorities for SME in Ukraine 2016 and later
in the revised version of the SME strategy 2020 in
2020 these 2 can merge into one common 10 SBA
principle after all the effort of the 2016 strategy and
national transformation are successful
accomplished or institutionalized and on the EU
track.

SME development policy is based on quantitative
indicators; SMEs support institutions are created
and successfully function;
SMEs compete successfully in the market of public
procurement;
SMEs compete successfully in domestic and
foreign markets;
Value added, generated by SMEs is increasing;
The number of ofcially employed by SMEs is
increasing signicantly.

The expected results
Priority SMEs and Entrepreneurship are widely
shared national public consensus
Efcient regulation of business environment all
along the SMEs life cycle
Clear implementation of EU competition and Anti
Subsidies legislation and implementation and
including all EU regulation for exemptions for SME
and Regional development
SMEs have broad access to the necessary
nancial, property and natural resources;
Increased number of SMEs successfully
competing in global markets;
SMEs have broad access to all necessary
infrastructure needed for their development;

Reform the VET Skills and Training system with
suppor t of the Chamber of Commerce and
Chamber of Handicraft based on Central European
Model of dual education in cooperation with
Chambers on PPP basis
Ukraine is among the top 30 countries in the
Ranking "Doing Business";
Ukraine takes leadership in SME Policy Index
among EU Accession and DCFTA Countries and the
Eastern Partnership of EU and DG Growth and
OECD and ETF are evaluating Ukraine remarkable
reformer of all evaluated countries under SME
Policy
Ukraine is signicantly better ranked in all key
indicators like Heritage, Fraser, WEF
A Ukrainian SME Agency, Foundation or POE is
Established and fully operational

Developed entrepreneurial competence in society
leads to prosperity and enriches the small
businesses;

All the regions have regional and SME Development
Agencies

The State actively and efciently implements the
Government Policy in the eld of SMEs;

A comprehensive system of regional SME
competitiveness is established on BFC model

Increased participation of SMEs in formulation of
efcient State policy;

The share of schools that introduce
entrepreneurship lessons reaches 70%
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The share of SMEs beneting from credit funds in
2020 is over 40% from 18% in 2014;

The road to Growth and how to realize reform
with impact

The number of exporters among SMEs increased
to 8% in 2020 from 5.9% in 2014;

The best manner is a quarterly top level forum best
with a clear legal basis and once a yearly national
SME forum best opened by the State President and
the SME Status report should be presented and
discussed. The quarterly forum should be led by
the Minister for Economic Development and SMEs
and the monthly working session by the SME envoy
of the Government of Ukraine appointed and
communicated to the DG Grow
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/businessfriendly-environment/small-business-act/smeenvoys_de
The meeting format should be in a closed invitation
40 stakeholders in a 4 sided table format in a Round
Table format with short reports by all stakeholders.
4 Sides for the 4 main stakeholders and experts
and with clear representative mandate to speak and
contribute and follow up on the issues agreed and
with the ability to engage the SME community and
the authorities and develop and implement the SME
strategy as agreed. Who should be the 4 sides of
the table? On the side 10 Gover nment
representatives led by the SME Envoy to be
appointed by the Prime Minister and with the
Ministries of Economy, Finance, Agriculture,
Transport and Environment and Labor being
represented and the Agency for Tax and the Land
Register-Katatser Agency and the Central Bank of
Ukraine. These are the 10 representative of the
front table. On the left side of the table will be invited
10 representatives of the International Community,
Donor community and donor project community
focused on SMEs including on representative of the
EC Delegation and one of the EU nanced SME
projects, one from USAID and one SME project
nanced by USAID, the EBRD, the World Bank,
UNDP and the Swiss, Norwegian and German
nanced SME projects. There can be some
exibility but the number should be 10 and the
expert level should be on SMEs issues and SME
nancing on project level. This should not be the
donor coordination or competition but more a
active listening and ne tuning exercise for SME

A comprehensive set of Sub-SME sector and
segment strategies developed and adopted
A comprehensive action plan of this SME strategy
is developed
The share of innovative enterprises is over 20% in
2020 from 14.7% in 2014;
Growth of market share with competitive structure
increased to 55% in 2020 from 47.5% in 2014;
The share of SMEs in total sales increased to 66%
by 2020 from 60.9% in 2014;

Reduction of employment in the informal sector is
from 4.5 million people to 3.0 million people in
2020
A signicant positive development of employment
and economic growth
A national SME Status Report is prepared on yearly
basis and presented to the public by the Prime
Minister of Ukraine in Kyiv, all Oblasts and in
Brussels in a joint event with DG Growth of the
European Commission
Ukraine is regularly invited and active participant of
the EU SME Assembly
Ukraine has appointed and notied the DG Growth
of the Ukrainian SME Envoy in the rank of Deputy
Prime Minister
The DCFTA is major success for SMEs in Ukraine
and perceived as such a success among SMEs and
the public of Ukraine
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Strategy implementation and networking
oppor tunity for SME issues, sector and
representatives. On the 3rd side of the Round
tables 10 representatives from the Business
services sectors meaning 3 national business
organization being member and recognized of the
EU business organizations Business Europe,
Eurochambres and UEAPME, the national banking
association, the association of insurance
companies and the association of micronance
organizations, the association of CMC
Management consultants, the association of
accountants, the Chamber of Notary, and the
Association of Quality Infrastructure Experts. On
the 4 sides of the table there should be invited the
10 coordinators 10 priority reform pillars for SMEs
- for the 5 SME issues and the 5 sectors. One
national SME coordinator for SME 1 Business
Environment, SME Issue 2 Innovation-Skills, SME
issue 3 Access to Finance, SME issue 4 Tax and
Customs, SME issue 5 Access to Markets and SME
Sector 1 Tourism, SME sector 2 Agriculture and
Food processing SME sector 3 Green Economy,
SME sector 4 IT and e-Services and SME sector 5
Manufacturing. The central concept is that all
issues and there are really a lot of issues have to be
systematically addressed and still there must be a
focus on issues and sectors where progress can be
fast and job creation reasonable successful.
Obviously to combine such a group of
stakeholders, to keep them interested and keep the
reform momentum is not an easy task starting to
the representatively of the business organization
the question who can coordinate issues, the
readiness of public authorities to discuss in such a
format and the time and effort in organizing and
keeping the momentum and having the convening
power to ensure attendance and keep the dynamic
with interesting topics and invested speakers. Each
of the forums should be started with a quick update
of all stakeholders and a keynote focus
presentation and a discussion and short summary.
2 hours starting with a morning coffee during
registration from 930 to 1000, 2 hours SME reform
forum and followed by a networking coffee or small
networking buffet. 10 such working level SME

forums per year always at rst Thursday per month
would develop the best momentum for SME action
in 2017 and prepare for the larger SME Assembly's
and the National SME Conference at which the
national repor t of the Situation of SMEs is
presented and discussed. The working level
meeting should be without media and with
translation in a central location easy to access.
Each session with a new specic topic and each
topic with follow up each session leading to the
reform dynamic required for fast progress on the
SME agenda. In Austria similar SME Consultative
bodies are standard and very successful now
already co-governing the economy. In the reform
countries of SEE similar SME councils or
consultative assemblies were established with
varying degrees of success and sustainability.
Often the issue of representative of SME
organizations and the readiness, patience and
transparency of the authorities are limited and often
it depends on who is carrying the initiative and on
the readiness for a stakeholder dialogue from the
key personalities. But experience has shown that
lack of a holistic reform effort including all
stakeholders and systematic suppor ting all
stakeholders and allowing them to grow into their
role and responsibilities and establishing a
permanent dialogue process of public policy in the
area of SMEs and allowing the civil society SME
sector and business service sector to develop and
carry part of the responsibility avoid a acrimonious
confrontational blame game and instead kicks of a
mutual reinforcing upwards spiral of economic
growth and a gradually improving business
environment allows SME to create that jobs, growth
and prosperity so urgently needed in Ukraine and
sure to be delivered from SMEs once set on a
European SME policy framework in such an
upwards dynamic spiral of ever improving SME
environment.
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